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Chlorine doubled

Bacteria
in
water
is high
Engineerin g,Physical
Science has finalists
By Karen Holstrom_
representatives, professors from
The ·search committee seeking a · the CEPS , and two students
dean of the College of Engineering narrowed the choice to 30, on the
and Physical Sciences·(CEPS) has basis of the applicants' resumes.

invited five finalists to campus for

interviews starting Monday.
Chairman of the search,
committee, David Meeker,
reported the search started·
September I st, brought in over 70
candidates by the November
15th deadline.
The five finalists are: Dr. James
C. Glass of North Dakota State
University; Dr. Norris S. Nahman
of the National Bureau of
Standards; Dr. Alan A. Johnson
of the University of Louisville,
Kentuc_ky; Dr. Frank D. Popp, of
the University of Missouri,
Kansas City; Dr. John W. Rouse
of the University of Missouri,
Columbia.
T h e -s e a r c h c o m m i t t e e
composed of eleven members
including administrative

The committeee then requested

letters of recommendation on the
prospective candidates. This
reduced the choice to 14.
The 14 semi-finalists were
interviewed in Boston, resulting in
the invitation of five cadidates for
on campus interviews with faculty
and administrative officers.
Meeker pointed out that there
may be additional applicants
visiting. The five men may not be
the only finalists.
Meeker said he has no idea what
the final cost of conducting the
search will be.
••1t's not complete yet," said
Meeker... We have to fly in the
candidates, put them in the New
England Center, feed them and fly
them home."
FINALISTS, page t_en

A second committee

begins Liberal Arts
By Greg Flemming
A $10,000 seven month search
for a Dean of Liberal Arts was
unsuccessful, but a new search
committee will begin the process
immediately.
Some 150 educators applied for
the position. Two were chosen.
However, of the two who were
offered the job, neither accepted.
According to Arthur Borror,
chairperson of the search
committee, they declined for
.. professional" and not financial
reasons.

Though the total expenses
haven't been tallied, b.oth Borror
and Roland Kimbal, interim Dean
of Liberal Arts, estimated that the
search cost $ I 0,000.
•• A definite effort was made to
attract those two, but they didn't
accept,'' Kimbal said.
Not finding a dean to replace
Allan Spitz was .. quite a
disappointment,., Borror said,
adding that a committee must
accept sueh possibilities. ..It's
happened before," he said.
The search began with a nationwide advertising campaign, from
June to September. Some 150
responded from throughout the
United States, Canada, and from
overseas, Borror said.
This list was cut to between 30
and 40 that .. seemed on paper to be
interesting." Then, by means of
recommendation letters and their
own personal statements, the
group was narrowed to I?·
In November the committee met
with each of these candidates in
Boston for .. neutral ground
interviews."
In late November five finalists
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were invited to the University to
meet with faculty, students, and
administrators.
On December 19, th$! committee
made its final recommendation of
two applicants to UNH President
Evelyn Handler and Vice
President of Academic Affairs
Gordon Haaland, who negotiated
with the two, but unsuccessfully.
The committee originally had a
$ I 0,000 budget to cover national
newspaper advertisimz. secretari~l
help, telephone and mail
communications, the meeting,

suite, food, and lodging in both :
Boston and at the University, and:
transportation for the applicants
and the committee.
The I I person committee
included one student, one
alumnus, one member of the
Board of Trustees, one
administrator, and seven faculty
members.

By P. Rand Tracy
An increase in the water's
bacteria level has caused Durham
officials to increase chlorination in
the local water supply.
On Monday, February 2, a
rainstorm washed excessive
amounts of bacteria into the
Durham-UNH water supply. To.
compensate for tl'!e level. of
bacteria in the ram, Rollings
Treatment Plant doubled its
chlorine output, said Michael
McCabe, water utilities foreman.
.. We're still putting double the
amount of chlorine in the water
and we're hoping it will be back to
normal by Saturday at the latest,"
said McCabe.
McCabe said the water is safe to
drink_
He could not comment on the
chance of an acid rainfall except to
say, .. We don t have the facilities
here to test for acid rain, we only
monitor the Ph (acidic-basic) level.
Chief of the State Water
Division Stephen Leavenworth
said, .. Normally acid rain wouldn't
have that much of an effect on the
water."
Leavenworth was citing the fact
that acid rain levels in the water
could not have had any effect on
the bacteria level, . and would not
have caused a change in the
automatic chlorinator.
The University has made no
statement on the situation.
Chlorioe is used as a disinfectant
in water supplies. It neutralizes
bacteria in water to a optimum Ph
level of 6.8.
.. Before it was treated, ( on
Tuesday) the Ph level was 5.9, we
added more chlorine to get it up to
that level (6.8).
.. The water usually comes in at a
Ph level of 6.2," Leavenworth said.
John Jackman, a chemist for the
Durham Sewage Treatment Plant
tested the chlorine residual level of
a glass of water from a MUB
bubbler and found it to have a level
of .5 ppm 's ( parts per million)•• An
optimum ppm would be .I or .2 and
a bad residual level would be
between 6 and 8.," Jackman said.
At tne Rollings Treatment
plant, water supply workers have
increased the chlorine output to 22
pounds a day.
Their average
output per day is in the range of

eight to ten pounds_
_
Foreman McCabe said ab<;>ut
the .. surge of bad water entering
the system. It could ~e from
anything that's bordering our
water supply" located beyond the
College Woods.
.. If you ask me, it's probably
from animal waste on the
University Fields." . }:I~ also
mentioned the possibility of
bacteriasfromtreesandleavesthat
flow into the Oyster River system.

In the Durham-UNH area,
many students have been disturbed
by their water's taste and smell.
.. It's disgusting!" said Peter
Colburn, a resident of Lord Hall.
.. It smells awful when you take a
shower."
.. It smells disgusting and it's
ruining everything," said Jean
Petersen, who sut in Huddleston

Dining Hall with a glass half filled
with ice water.
"'JfT.I\QTl'IJF

John Jackman, chemist for the Durham Sewage Treatment Plant,
tests chlorinated water from a bubbler on the ground floor of the
MUB. (Jackie Horn ~hoto)

Summer work study funds slashed
By Millie Pelletier
Summer work study programs at UNH, because of uncertain
amounts of future federal funding, will be cut 80 percent.
s·ome I 125 students were involved in work study programs last
summer, but an ad hoc committee will approve only 225 this year.
· The cutbacks in the summer programs are an effort to keep the
1981-82 academic year programs as high as possible.
This was announced in I I memos sent to University programs
from Richard Craig, financial aid director.
All requests for summer work study jobs will be reviewed by
committee including Vice Presidents Gordon Haal_and, J. Gregg
Sanborn, and Tames Smith.
Matt Lamstein, director of one federally funded program
Bound_ is concerned with. the action.
.
.. The purpose, according to the memo, of cutting back 80 percent
of summer work study is to guarantee keeping academic year funds,"
he said.
But he added, .. I can't imagine any other department which needs
funding more than Upward Bound; it's totally critical."
The program provides academic and personal support for low
income high school students.
.
Counseling and tutoring includes such things as outdoor and
cultural activities in addition to academics, Lamstein said.

Craig's memo states that work study request cards must be in by

February 13.
Programs will be notifi~d by February 24 if requests have been
approved. The students will be notified on March~.
.
Lamstem repeacea, ·· 1 here's detmitely a sense df thmgs t1ghtemng
u "
PAwards will depend on how critical the work is that's involved, he

added.
The Upward Bound Program itself, which has been at UN H for I 5
years, has to be approved.
There are 40 students now involved in the program and 55 to 60
during the summer, ·said Lamstein, who has been director for the
past year.
Lamstein added that youths generally come from: Dover,
Portsmouth, Newmarket, Somersworth, Rochester, Berlin, and
Gorham.
The program is approved by the State Board of Education.
Students can earn one and a half credits for their participation (half
for the school year; one for the summer).
According to Lamstein, students find out about the program by
word of mouth, guidance counsellors, and/ or presentations by the
staff.
Lamstein is .. concerned" about the program's future funding but
.. it will hopefully get approved as a job site and thus not be affected."
He continued, ··We've always had work study ... We've budgeted
with that -in mind--there's no flexibility in our budget.•·
The program currently employs ten work study students, sever~!
of which are interested in continuiq.2_ on in the sumzner. sah1ci
Lamstein. He tears some may not be el~gible to come back. A~~! .. ~
quality of the program is dependent on veterans with experience," he
said. He feels the cutback could also result in a smaller number of
qualified new applicants who meet the aid-eligi~ility _restriction~. ·
· Lamstein has not yet discussed the matter with Richard Craig,
Director of the University Financial Aid Department, who sent the
memos.
Lamstein added, .. The impression I got was that they were
going to send memos to work study studen,ts as well."
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They're belly-dancing in the MUB
By Janice Heckman
Tap Dance.
How would you like to have
As each semester passes,
Belly Dancing listed under your
different mini-courses are offered,
picture in the yearbook, right
chosen on the basis of the
alongside Bio 401 and Glee Club?
popularity of the previous
UNH students have that
enrollment. Also the general
opportunhy, thanks to -the MUB
esteem for th~ course greatly
mini-courses, in which hundreds of affects enrollment. At one point
students take part every semester.
there were eight sections of disco,
Each semester, there are more . but now that the interest has
than fifteen mini-courses offered dropped, only one section is offered
to students, faculty members and
this semester. The mini-courses
the community in the Memorial quickly adapt to current fads and
trends.
Union Building.
The · MUB mini-courses
The coordinators of the
program has been running since program are Renee Romano,
1976, when it offered a few general acting assistant director, and
crafts courses. · Since then. the Chuck Cleveland, program
program has developed consider- advisor. Together they have
ably, and ~he courses have been ·collaborated on a program that is a
been elaborated to such areas as huge success at the University.
Along with Romano and
Natural Foods Cooidng,
Cleveland, there are apprqxiMeditation& Self-Awareness, and

mately eighteen instructors,- Who,
according to Cleveland, must have
_three important qualifications.
"We look for someone who has
had formal training, or who has
been inv.olved in the craft for a long
time," Cleveland said. "We
definitely want experts, and they
should be interested in teaching the
common student or community
person. Most importanly, our
instructors must be willing to make
the course fun."
According to student response
to the MU B mini-courses, the
instructors have been doing their
job well. Each semester, there has
been absolutely no lack of interest
for the programs. Some of the
courses have regulars who attend
semester after semester. "Our
biggest problem, is finding enough
MUB, paee 21

•
UNH alumnus main
fund-raiser

Here's one spectator who's not too intent on watching the action
between UNH and Colgate Wednesday night. The 'Cats came out on
top 94-71. (Ned Finkel photo)

News in .Brief·
Handler Appointed
UN H President Evelyn Handler was appointed to the National
Advisory General Sciences Council last month by Patricia Roberts,
secretary of health and human services.
The 15 member federal council reviews and approves funding
applications for medical-related research.
By January I, the UNH Development Fund totaled $494,000,
compared to $396,000 at the same time last year. Now at the
midpoint of the annual fund year, the gifts represent about 1,000
more donors than this time last year, according to President
Handler.

Students Chosen

By Lori Icapino
said, "There's satisfaction in seeing
a check come through after putting
On a New Hampshire Weekend
the right people together."
for the Arts, Sheila M. Como
A 1973 graduate of UNH,
heard about UNH's '"Campaign
Como majored in history and
For Distinction.'" She sent in her
political science. She then worked
resume without knowing if a job
as an administrative assistant and
was available. A short while later,
in public relations in Boston.
she heard she had gotten an
She supervised a major capital
eighteen month appointment as a
regional coordinator.
"Campaign For Distinction"isa
1
three year fund raising project with
a goal.of garnering $18.2 million of '
private money for the University.
The money raised will go to
By Martha Thomas
projects such as the unrestricted
Firefighters were called to Hall
endowment faculty chair fund,
House, the outdoor living · mini
scholarships, visiting professordorm, Wednesday night after a
ships, New England Center
hotpot burst into flames in a
Residential Center, Science
student's room.
Research Center, and expansion
and modernization of the Dairy The hotpot was not UL
Center.
(Underwriters Laboratory) listed,
Como is organizing drives in
and according to Lt. John Rines,
southern Maine, northern New
of the Durham-UNH fire
, Hampshire, and the eastern slope
department, the malfunction of
areas of the state,
this particular model is a common
"Each regional campaign is
occurence. "We see at least one of
twelve weeks long and there are
these every month," said Rines,
seven going on now and there will
"it\ an· expensive model and a
,-be nine in April and May." Diana
lot ot people have them. Even if
Koski and Bruce McClintok are
they're filled with water, they'll
also coordinators involved in th~
burst into flames."
.
program.
The only damage reported was a
Making things run smoothly
scorched desktop, and all residents
and getting the volunteers to solicit
s u c·c es s fu 11 y e vacua t e d t he
donors such as alumni, friends,
building.
corporations, and foundations are
The fire was reported at about
part of Corno's job. They end
9:30 p.m. when Lynn Sullivan
each campaign with a phonathon
smelled smoke in the hallway. "I
in order to reach more people.
couldn't tell from the smell if it was
the
seeing
enjoys
Corno
coming from one specific room,"
immediate goals within the long
. said Sullivan. "but then we heard
range plans come through. She

gifts campaign for the Boston
Muse um of Fine Arts, and
organized the one· million dollar
Annual Fund for Radcliffe
College. She described her time in
Boston as "the chance to live the
city life I always wanted."
CAMPAIGN, page six

Hot pot cause of fire
::rackling, so we knew where the
problem was."
According to Rines, the smoke
probably set off the detector in the
hallway, but house residents made
successive calls reporting the fire.
When firefighters arrived, the
dorm had been completely
evacuated. "It's the first alarm of
the entire year," said house
resident Tracy Roizman, "We
haven't practiced or anything.''
But according to resident Jim
Hildreth, "Everyone was very
·
calm."
The malfunctioning utensil was
a "Kitchen King" electric hotpot,
ine~pensive, sold locally, and
according to Rines, "Very popular
among students."
The packaging states that the
cord is UL listed, but does not
mention the _a ppliance itself.
Rines also said that the hotpot
was connected to an inexpensive
extension cord, probably against _
manufacturers warnings, and that
this too could have contributed to
/
the fire.

Nine UNH students were chosen to work with choreographer
Rachel Lampert, who recently performed at the University.
Lampert and jazz pianist and comp~ser Billy · Taylor _were
commissioned to create a performance m honor of President
Handler's inaugural year.
Before premiering here, the two artists worked with the students.
Six other students were also selected to work with Taylor on the
pian_o~.

Shows and Dances
Two shows and dances on February 14 will benefit the safe energy
movement in New Hampshire.
John Hall, Bonnie Raitt, and Tom Rush will perform at the
University field house. The concert is sponsored by Musicians for
Safe Energy, and the proceeds will benefit the Seacoast Clamshell,
Seacoast Anti-Pollution League and the New Hampshire Energy
Coalition.
Tickets are $8.50 at the door.
Also, the Committee La Causa will sponsor a variety show and
dance at the Masonic Hall in Portsmouth. Tickets are available for
$5 at Macro Polo, Press Room, or by reservation at 439-2250.

Correction
President Handler's reception for PAT and operating staff is
scheduled for Mondav. February 9. at the Elliot Alumni Center
from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m. ·The date was incofrectly listed in Thursday's
Campus Journal.

This car was totaled after a one-car accident on the corner of Madbury Road and , Pettee Brook Lane
Wednesday afternoon. The driver was treated at Wentworth-Douglass Hospital and released. (Ned Finkel
photo)
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Committee rejects
funding propsals
By Je.ff Tyler
Every proposal for funding by
the town of Durham's budget was
rejected by the Durham Budget
Committee at its meeting last
night. This means that these
proposals will not be figured into
the total budget to be proposed to
the general public at the upcoming
town meeting.
These .proposals .will, however,
still have a chance to be approved
by the general public provided that
the total funding voted in outside
of the Committee's budget does
not exceed ten percent of that
budget.
_
·According to Clayton
Follansbee, chairman of the
budget committee, the creators of
the proposals even have a chance
to chan.ge the committe<s
decisions at next Thursday's pubhc
hearing.
The allocation of $25,000 for a:
new Fire Department · rescue
vehicle which passed at last
Monday's Selectmen 's meeting
was among the rejected proposals.
The town of Durham will have
to pay only· one third of that
amount if it is accepted at the town
meeting. The University will
reimburse Durham the other twothirds because of the fire
department's responsibilities to the
campus.

Senate
considers
De Voto
proposal

It was brou~ht to the
committee's attention that the
present vehicle used by the Fire
Department is a 1953 Reo which
cannot go faster than 40 m.p.h.
The committee still rejected the
proposal for reasons summed by
Follansbee who said that "$25,000
seems like an awful lot of money
for a vehicle of this type."
Larry O'Connell, a membe~ of
the committee as well as associate
professor of political science at
UNH, voiced his rejection of the
proposal addressing what he feels
is a "'South Bronx Syndrome"
afflicting the fire department,
meaning that the rescue vehicle
would be more appropriate for a
heavier populated town than

By Karen .Felber
UNH Professor Mark DeVoto's
Academic Probation proposal has
been tangled in the UNH
bureaucracy for three years. ~
The Academic Standar~
Committee of the Academic
Senate agrees with DeVeto's
initiative, but recommended
against adopting the proposal in
its present form. Ue Voto anct the
committee nave not met to mscuss
the proposal.
"We (the Academic Standards ·
Committee) agree with DeVoto's
proposal, in theory," said
committee member Jamey
Wachtsa. "But there are too many
details that we find unacceptable.
We can't support it as it's
written .. .if it were passed it would
have to be taken word for word."

Ourh;:im .

Other_proposals rejected by the
committee included one of $2,000
for the removal of vegetation from
Mill Pond, and one of $500 for the
purpose of suitable care and
maintenance of deserted and
abandoned cemeteries and grave
yards.
Afterwards Follansbee
addressed the meeting saying,
"This year the move is completely
conservative. Even Liberals I
know have gone conservative. I
think it's all in the pocketbook."

University Center
helps businesses Dr. Bahan 's key:
'Respolld to Life'
Dr. William Dahan explained Tuesday night in the library how to
cope with stress. (Kathy Best photo)

By Karen Felber
The University Center for
Technical Assistance Program
(TAP) has helped almost two
hundred businesses by providing
management counseling in its first
three years of existence.
The program is funded by an
$85,000 federal grant from the
Economic Development Administration and is one of more than 30
programs in the United States
trying to enhance economic
development and stabilize small
businesses.
The program draws on the
expertise of faculty and students in
the Whittemore School of
Business and Economics and the

College of Engineering and
Physical Sciences to provide direct
business counseling to businesses
and communities.
Any New Hampshire individual,
business, community or
organization is eligible to apply for
assistance. There is no cost for
qualified clients.
"We deal mostly with small
businesses ... with less than one
hundred employees," said
program member Marylou Chag.
"A lot of people have great idea5
for businesses but are unaware oJ
things like the market
competition, cash flow, etc. That'5
what we're here to help them with.'

PAGE THREE

By Maria Horn
"Respond to life" is the mess~ge
Dr. William il<!han gave a standing
room only audience attending a
lecture on "Handling Stress
Creatively" in the library Tuesday
night.
.
.
Saying that stress 1s something
that will ·always be present as long
as a person is alive, Bahan quoted
Dr. Hans Selye, saying, "It isn't
what happens to you that counts,
it's how you take it."
Bahan listed three external

capacities people have to cope with
stress; the body, the mind, and the
emotions.
"The inner capacity we have to
cope with stress is life, which
influences the three external
capacities:· Bahan said. "I am
always amazed at the power and
intelligence of life. If you respond
to life you can see things in a
different perspective."
Reaction versus response was
the main lesson Bahan taught his
standing-room only audience ..
Reaction is "somethrng
mechanical; a habit," he said.
"People have a habit of looki~g at
things the same way all the time.
STRESS, page five

A second objection of the
committee is DeVoto's proposed
sanction- that a student on
academic probation must attend
every scheduled meeting of the
classes he is register:ed for.
"The attendance stipulation is
ridiculous," asserted Wachtsa.
"Professors would have to take
attendance every day, and a lot of
classes have two or three hundred
people in them."
"As far as the attendance
sanction is concerned," according
to De Voto "the burden would be
on · the student rather then on the
professor. The prof would be
notified about it and could deal
with it as he sees fit, and the
student would be responsible for
attending the classt!s. If he were to
violate this sanction he would be
liable for academic suspension."
Academic probation was
abandoned by UNH in 1960. It was
replaced by academic suspension.
Academic suspension involves a
mandatory one year withdrawal
from classes if the University's
deans deem such action necessary.
On probation, students would
be allowed to remain in school
with the agreement that they must
. raise 'their GPA to a 2.0 or better
after one semester.
DeVoto, who was put on
academic probation as a college
sophomore himself said, "it works
to the benefit of the students who
would otherwise be liable to
OEVOTO, page six

Association· listens
to moms and dads

Tom Hastings, Bob Hunt, Allen Brown and Allen King of Hunter beat the Independents 225-30 in the finals of
··· the UNH College Bowl and will travel to the regional championsh~ps at Amherst College on Feb. 14. (Russ
Memhard photo)

By Mary Andrews
Back when you became a part of
the University, Mom and Dad,
whether they knew it or not,
simultaneously became a part of
the Parents Association.
· Established to formally link the
interests of parents with those of
the University, the Association
was founded by 50 parents in 1975 .
Among the activities designed in
1975 to open lines of communication between parents and the
University was a "Moving-in Day"
according to Virginia Griewank
executive secretary of the Parents'
Association.
Moving-in Day ·was designed for
parents who drop off their child at
the "big U" for the first time and
suddenly wonder what life at
college is really all about, she said.
"Several hundred parents
attended the reception last fall,''
said Ms. Griewank. "Final
questions were asked and

Residential Life, administrators,
and such were on hand to answer
their (parent's) concerns."
In addition to Moving-in Day,
the Association publishes a
newsletter in conjunction with
University Communications.
The newsletter, entitled
"PARENThesis" comes out six
times a year and keeps parents
informed of activities, issues and
programs here at school.
The next "PARENThesis" will
be mailed home March 12.
The Association also acts as a
sounding . board for Residential
Life and several academic
committees. "We let the University
know what parents think of
changes being made," Ms.
Griewank said. "We provide a
different view from that of an
institution.'.'
Ms. Griewank stressed that the
Association is not a fundraising
P-ARENfS. paee five
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.. We Cater with Class"

:Delicious food for any Occasion:
:Extensive Menu:
:No Order too Small or Large:
We also Specialize in
R11ffet.;-P;4rtie<;-WPclrlin2.;-f uncheons

1rain1na tor new members bealns on Feb. 19th
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Portland ..A!'(!, ;])over,

Call :

742 - 2924

For Menu and More Information
Deli\'cry Available
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S.T.V.N. Ne-wsteam
Vote /or Anchors

. .: ·.

·••·• · . _··mu

Sunday night, Feb 8
7pm Rm . . 110 MUB

NICKS

*Remember - edited tapes for Wednesday's
show due Monday 3pm.
sign up for editing time on studio door.

Drink Specials for Ladies all evening
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POETRY

SIGMA NU

AND

FICTION
WRITERS
Aegis, UN.H 's literary journal of
fiction, poetry and interviews with
writers is riow accepting
submissions.
-Send or deliver your manuscript to:

~EGlS

STUDENT PRESS

_RUSH WEEK

Room 153, Memorial Union Building
UNH, Durham, NH 03824

OPEN .R USH: TUES.,
WED., _THURS.
TIMES & PLA·CES IN
TUESDAY'S N.H.

All manuscripts must be typed and ·
must include the writer's name,
address, phone number and a selfaddress~d, stamped envelope.
Deadline for all submissions is Feb. 27 .

SIGMA·NU
FRATERNIT~

1-N

~.

THE FRATERNITY ~
.FOR INDIVIDUALS ~

N

f./ I ',
~
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Parents Association
Stress
continued from pa_~e three
They begin to think that's the only
way.··
Responding to life involves
wisdom and intelligence,
according to Bahan. Wisdom is "a
sense of the fitness of things, it is
inherent in life. People have to
learn to respond intelligently to the
reality called life."
For response to take place
Bahan suggested a person should
"get away from the thing or person
that is bugging you. It is a lie to say
this guy really bugs me. The truth
is your getting bugged.••
Bahan also suggested that
people should avoid behavior that
is harmful to the self.
"Most of the external stimuli
that causes stress has already
happened;• he said. "Accept the
fact. Reacting to a problem causes
an lncrease in tension. For
example to say 'she shouldn't have
done that' is contrary to reality. It
already happened.••
Another reaction Bahan cited
that is harmful is to fear what
could happen. He quoted a man as
saying, "I've had a life full of
trouble, 99 percent of which didn't
happen."
Two qualities of life that Bahan
said help stress are joy and peace.
"To get joy and peace you must
express them. You release them
from within yourself."
Bahan ended the lecture by
saying that if you respond to life
then "problems turn into
opportunities." He urged the
audience to have a "love affair with
life. It's good to be alive." .
His lecture was sponsored by the
'. Society for Wholistic Livtng.

~ontinued from-page three
group but they do support other
tryi!lg t~ arra~ge for parents and
fundraising groups (such. ~s
their chtldr~n(mcomin~ freshman)
Alumni) by trying to e~ert their
to meet with other parents and
influence in the state legislature.
freshmen from the same home
"We might make calls or write area.
letters," Ms. Griewank said, "but
The University of Vermont
we don't ask for money."
alrea~}'. runs a similar program,
The Parents' Association itself is Ms. Gnewank said.
funded through the University
The Associa_tion is directed by a
Development_ Office, Ms. Board of Advisors which consists
Griewank said. The money, "a very of twenty-five "family units"
small amount," according to Ms. (COUJ?les or sin.izle parents). Board
Griewank, is used to publish the meetings are held.on campusatthe •
newsletter and run an office, which MUB or the New England Center
is located in the MU B.
and :are open to all parents.
Among plans for the future, Ms. Meetings are advertised in the
Griewank said the Association is P ARENThesis.

Walltto Join
WSBE?

-------CHESS---- -

Applications for

The UNH Chess Club will hold an organizational meet-ing
on Tuesday, Feb. IO in Room 320 of the Memorial Union
at 6.00 p.m. Auyunt of any agt 01 ~k.ill k:vt:I

intercollege transfer

may join. All

you need is the desire to play.

BO'S EXPRESS
On these freezin · winter nights, when you have the
scream in· munchies and just don't want to leave your
room call BO'S EXPRESS for a piping hot pizza or a
deliciously warm sub delivered directly to your door
from DURHAM HOUSE OF PIZZA.
.

to W .S.B.E. will be
accepted f eb 9-27.
Come· to the Advising
Office, McConnell llall,
For information_

. BO'S EXPRESS
868-2499
8:00 PM to
MIDNIGHT
7 NIGHTS A
WEEK

HETZEL HALL PROUDLV PRESENTS
Its 4th Annual, 48 Hour

DANCE-A-THON
to benefit the Kidney Foundation - N.H. Affiliate

DANCE THE HOURS AWAY . ..

Sponsored in part by R&W Travel & Bradford Realty ·.

Registration Begiris 5 pm in the
Granite State Room, MUB. Bring sponsors sheets.
You must he regitered by 5:45 pm.

Begins at & o.m.

.Granite state Room, mua
''GOOD LUCK TO 1981 DANCERS"

Senate considers proposal

DURHAM

;~ntinued from page three

BIKE

Bicycles*Cross Country Skis*Running Shoes
Fuji*Windsor*Cannondale*Bell*Beta
Sida*Brooks*Etc ...

M-F 10-5
Sat 10-2

Pre-Vet Club

Jenkins Court
Durham, NH 034824
868-5634

Animal Ind. Club
eponsors

Dr. Meehan (hg Animal Veterinary)
.
· - slide show
practice
Animal
Large
a
about
- info
- Preventative medicine
Thursday, Feb 12 7:3'0 Parson·s 201
more info call David Kelly 868-1839

suspension ... it enables them to - meeting ... but we do plan to review
the proposal because we feel that
stay in school, but with certain
the basic idea is a good one. We
restrictions."
want to come up with a better and
DeVoto plans to attend the
more viable proposal."
Senate meeting on February 23
Acc~rding to DeVoto, "the
where his proposal will be brought
committee recommended against
before the full senate. He hopes to
the proposal because they felt it
clear up the misunderstandings
was unenforcable .. .I wish they had
concerning the controversial
contacted me. I could have
details at that time.
explained how it might be made
Wachtsa, who will also attend
enforcable."
the Senate meeting said, .. we (the
One problem the committee has
Academic Standards Committee)
with DeVoto's proposal is a clause
plan to give the proposal a strongly
that would not allow a student on
negative recommendation at the
academic probation to receive
scholarship money.

·corn)o is fund.raiser
continued from page two
UNH's location added charm to
the job. "It's fun to be back in a
small town environment where
people say hell.o," Como said.
Cor~o hasn't found tire campus
ve~y different, but her view has.
As a student the view of the
Univ~rsitr is narrower. Since
working_ for the University my
perspective has broadened and I
see more of what the University
does for students, faculty and the
st~te. I'm finding out a lot of good
thmgs about UNH."

"We don't feel that's fair"
objected Wachtse. "What abo~t
the students that need the
money ... the financial aide
students?"
In an interview on Tuesday,
D~Voto suggested that the clause
m~ght be amended or removed.
. "I've taken a closer look at the
financial aid situation since I wrote
the pro~osal. Ninety five percent
of aid given to UN H students is
governl!lent money. I don't
necessarily feel that a student
should be denied that sort of aide
because they are on academic
probation," Wachtsa said.

READ! -

Como, a native of Laconia,
enjoys traveling· throughout the
state and meeting the many people
who volunteer for the campaign.
""~here's never a dull moment," she
said.
After the campaign is over
Como is_ thin_king _of staying on at
the U mversity m a different
cap~city, as a student of the
Whittemore School of Business
and Economics.

The
New

Hampshire

UNH WINTER CARNIVAL 1981

"A FLURRY

OF
- FANTASIES"
( sponsored by ·the Office
of Student Activities)

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 12

A ~de-OP.en

6:30 p.m.

Opening Ceremonies - MUB Hill
Alpha Gamma Rho Torch Run
Bonfire
New Hampshire Gentlemen
Special Guests

7:30 p.m.

Basketball: UNH vs. Holy Cross

8:00 p.m.

Rick Bean in the MUB PUB
(UNH stocking caps as prizes)

·WIIlterwtth
the best contact

of your life.

Celebrity Series: The National Theater of the Deaf
Johnson Theater

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 13

Portsmouth's first contact lens
and eyeglass-specialty center.

I°1 p.m.-2.a.m.

Lowest price in the area includes:
"Feel Safe" 90 day 100% returnable fee.
Highest quality lenses, FDA approved.
Fitting instruction, lenscare kit.
One year office visits.
No obligation in-office trial.

Greek Night of Sin

8-11 p.m.

Winter Carnival Dance with "Sounds Unlimited"
(UNH stocking caps as prizes)

SATIJRDAY, FEBRUARY 14
10 a.m.- 12 noon

Judging of Snow Sculptures
(pick up entry forms in Room 126/MUB
~

Now available the 'Extended-Wear' lens

9 a.m.- 5 p.m.

Complete eyeglass services
In-office service plan available

UNH Woodsman's Meet: Boulder Field
(sponsored by the UNH Woodsman's Team)

12 noon- 4 p.m. Snow Games - watch for details and pray for snow

ey~MP.S~~st !!cl!m!~

7 :30 p.m.

Portsmouth, NH 03801 1603) 436-1200
Open Monday thru Saturday 10 AM .

~'ii,

8:00 p.m.

Hockey: UNH vs. Clarkson
SCOPE Concert: Bonnie Raitt, John Hall Band and
To!ll 1!1-us~ at the Field Housii.J

••21-------------------------------

Fasulo ·r eceives ·merit medal

Ca1npus Calendar
FRIDAY, February 6
LAST DAY TO . SUBMIT REQUEST TO THE
REGISTRAR'S OF.FI CE TO TAKE COURSE
WITHOUT GRADE (PASS/FAIL).
LAST DAY TO ADD WITHOUT DEAN'S APPROVAL
AND WITHOUT $10 LATE ADD FEE.
MORTAR BOARD RETURN OF UNSOLD BOOKS &
CHECKS: LAST DAY. Balcony, Granite Room, Memorial
Union, 11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
MATHEMATICS COLLOQUIUM: An Example of Goldie
Rings. Jean Kerr; University of Chicago. Room 134,
Kingsbury Hall, 3-4 p.m.
MEN'S SWIMMING: vs. Connecticut. Swasey Pool, Field
· House, 4 p.m.
.
DANCE-A-THON TO BENEFIT KIDNEY
FOUNDATION: Forty-eight hours of continuous music
and dancing. Sponsored by Hetzel Hall. Dance-a-thon
begins at 6 p.m. and continues until 6 p.m. on Sunday,
Ft:lJJ ua1y

8.

01 ·a11itt:

Stc1u;;

Ruu111,

lvk11101ic:1l

Union.

Registration forms available: Head Residents;
fraternity/ sorority presidents; commuter and information
desks in MU B; and, area desks. For information: call Jean or
Amy, 862-1614 or 868-9833.
WOMEN'S SWIMMING: vs. Maine. Swasey Pool, Field
House, 7· p.m.
MEN'S HOCKEY: vs. Colgate. Snively Arena, 7 p.m.
Tic;kets: general admission $3; reserved seats $4.
·
MUB PUB: IQ's, rock and roll. 8 p.m. Admission: $2.

SATURDAY, February 7
By 'Jeffrey Tyler
the construction of the
Then, with "complete disregard
On Tuesday George B. Fasulo,
"rappelling" site on the face of the for his personal safety," he era wled
University's Field House .
. former Sergeant Maj-or of the
back to the original battle line and
These facilities as ·well as being through "intense hostile fire",
United States Army and Senior
used by the cadets are also used by dragged wounded soldiers back to ·
Non-Commissioned Officer
UN H's Physical - Education an evacuation zone.
Instructor for the ROTC
Department, the New Hampshire
' Instructor Group at UNH received
He saved the lives of nine of his
· the "Legion of Merit"medal.
State Police, local police
men and was rewarded the
The medal is the second highest
~ep_artments .. Army _Reserve and
Bronze Star with "V" device for
non-combat medal awarded
National Guard units, the Boy yalor for his actions.
Scouts and several other youthwithin -the Armed Forces. It is
The , display of tremendous
oriented groups.
authorized by the President of the
respect for Fasulo throughout the
According to Major Robert J. · entire ROTC program at UNH is
United States.
·
The .. Legion of Merit.. is
Corliss, Fasulo "physically built evident.
·
most of the facilities."
awarded to '"any member of the
"He is one of the most excellent
:Armed Forces of the United States
"He put a lot of his own time and
people I've ever met, "said Lee
who has dittinguished himself by
money into their construction," Cuthbert, Cadet Major and senior
exceptional meritorious conduct continued Corliss. "And he didn't
at UNH.
expect ,,a whole lot of thanks in
in the performance of outstanding
"He's just the greatest. He never
services."
return.
wants to smile and he's really gruff
Fasulo also personally
Fasulo . has an excellent record
but you know that he cares about
of service to his country in times_of constructed a Leadership Reaction
the people. Under that gruff
Course that, in the words . of exterior he;s a marshmaiiow. Bui
war as well as peace, and
productive efforts with the
Fowler, "rivals any such course on
you don't mess with him because
a military installation."
building of the physical training
he knows _ his stuff. Nobody
course as well as other parts of the
· According to Fowler; Fasulo . d·eserves that award more than he
has created a positive image for
ROTC program. at UNH.
does."
·
SGM Fasulo retired after 26
ROTC throughout the University,
When ask~d whether or not
local community, and the State of SG M Fasulo has changed any
years in the army last March but
continues at the UNH ROTC as
New Hampshire. His projects and
since his retirement and his taking
the supply technician, a · civilian
instruction has directly increased
of a civilian job she replied, "Not
enrollment and retention in the
job.
.
really, except that he wears jeans
. Even with the change, it seems · ROTC program.
and we kid him about it."
"He adds· life and ·adventure to
that all people in contact with him
Fasulo himself said that he
hold him in the highest esteem.
the ROTC program through his
didn't feel much different in his
instruction and outdoor facilities.
"He's one of the most
new position.
profes~ional people I've ever met," Many students who initially
"l can· adJust to anything,''.said
said Captain Donald Fowler. attended his courses through
Fasulo. "After being on 14 Special
"He's the ultimate example of the
curiosity or were exposed to him
Forces you get usea to maKmg
word 'professional'. He really cares
through the Physicar Education
adjustments at a fast and furious
Department have subsequently
about the individual. The students
pace. If you can't adjust, you aren't
all know it, there isn't one down enrolled in the ROTC program:
going to make it."
Fasulo's performance record
there that doesn't respect him." .
Upon SGM Fasulo's arrival at before his involvement with UNH
U_NH, he found no physical is even more imoressive. .
His innumerable missionsp~!!E§
training courses or equipment
avaiiable for cadet programs. He his long involvement-with Special
immediately began an extensive Forces have all been marked w.ith
project of building which has recognition from commanding
become the best physical training officers for his "professionalism
course in the State of New and dedication."
· In 1966 Fasulo single-handedly
Hampshire.
saved his Vietnamese Company
His projects included the
building of an entire obstacle from being overrun by Viet Cong.
course including rope bridges, low After leading aggressive countercrawl pits, vertical "confidence. attacks, he organized the orderly
ladders," and a "slide-for- withdrawal of the unit when
life" apparatus. He also supervi'sed ordered.

Interested in -_·
writing or
photography
.Room 151

MUB

rDO YOUR WASH WHEN YOU WAN 1
OPEN 24 -HOURS
NO WAITING
Durham
~ewmarket
Laundercenter
Laundercenter
Main St. Durham---Main St., Newmarket

DANCE-A-THON CONTINUES: The dance-a-thon began
at 6 p.m. on Friday, February 6 and will continue until 6 p.m.
on Sunday, February 8. _Granite State Room, Memorial
Union. WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS: vs: Cortland State. Lundholm
Gym, Field House, I p.m. Admission: students-$2; general
admission $3.
·
STU DENT SENIOR RECITAL: Rusty Quinn, percussion.
Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Creative Arts Center, 3 p.m.
MEN'S SWIMMING: vs. Southern Connecticut. Swasey
- Pool, Field House, 4:30 p.m.
MEN'S HOCKEY: vs. Yale. Snively Arena, 7 p.m. Tickets:
general admission $3; reserved seats $4.
MU B PUB: IQ's, rock and roll. 8 p.m. Admission: $2.

SUNDAY, February 8
DANCE-A-THON CONTINUES: The dance-a-thon began l
at 6 p.m. on Friday, February 6, and will continue until 6
p.m. this evening. Granite State Room, Memorial Union.
SEMINAR ON CHRISTIAN ETHICS: A summary-panel
discussion. Sponsored by Community Church of Durham
and United Campus Ministry. Community Church, Mafo
Street, Durham, 8:30 a.m.
THE GOSPEL TRUTH: ·Leader: Mrs. Katherine Mulhern.
. Sponsored by Community Church of Durham and United
Campus Ministry. Community _ Church, Main Street,1
Durham, 7 p.m.
MUSO FILM: "Singin' in the Rain." Strafford Room,
Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission $1 or MUSO
Film Pass.
MUB PUB: Rick Bean with oldies. 8 p.m. Cover charge 50¢.

MONDAY, February 9
CONSUMER/TENANT AWARENESS WEEK: Aut-6:
Maintenance. Sponsored by Commuter/Transfer Center.
Strafford Room, Memorial Union, Noon-I p.m.
·
MEN'S BASKETBALL: vs. Maine, Lundholm
Gymnasium, Field House, 7:30 p.m. General admission
$2.50

TUESDAY, February 10
CONSUMER/TENANT AWARENESS WEEK: Practical
Energy Conservation. Sponsored by Commuter/ Transfer
Center. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, Noon-I p.m.
STUDENT RECITAL: Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Creative
Arts Center, I p.m.
AN EVENING WITH RALPH NADER: The keynote
speaker for Consumer/ Tenant Awareness Week. Sponsored
by Commuter/ Transfer Center and MUSO. Granite State
Room, Memorial Union, 8 p.m. Admission: Students $ 1;
non-students $2.50. Tickets: Memorial Union Ticket Office
~ nd at the door.
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OVERSTOCKED
ALL CLOTHIN'G

Realstar to .11110 a ua1an11na Pac11aaa1

(approx. $50. 00 value)

$

Love Scarf

Stuffed Huggable Bearfoot

99
• each

Empty Books

Heart Greatest Hits - Live
Strawberry Heart Sachet

Decorations

The Giving Tree
Valentine Card
Love CouponSJ ·

Eastern Horizon
Newington Mall
Nevvington

Now thru Sunday

Fi~l out this coupon and drop it off
at the Bookloft (T&C)
be drawn Feb. 12th at noon
will
Winner

-,
--------------------I_
ALENTINE
v
LOFT
1- BOOK
I
CONTEST
I
I

.India Print Skirts
. Gauze Shirts
T-Shirts

.Embroided Shirts
.Dresses
. Tunics
\

1

I
I

I

I
,; I
I
I
-

name
Address
Telephone
Turn in at BOOKLOFT at T&C

I

L.P!:~ing_2_L~t s1 ~~~~~------.J
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Spring Semester 1981
Schedule·

-----------

U -

-

~UJ?~

---

~

: --~~~~~~~~--------------------~~irr~:~;;~:~~-~2 ~----CAREER WORKSHOPS
FOR UNDECIDED STIJDENTS

:

Tuesdays, March 24, 31, April 7, 14
Sullivan Rm. - MUB 3:30 - 5:30 PM

- -~~----------------- --------------------- --------~
Wednesday Feb. 11
Grafton Room - MUB

• Exploring Career .Options

a
====

2:10-4:00 PM

.

·

Thursday Mar. 12
Grafton Room - MUB

2:10-4:00 PM

~;:~~~~a~o::b~ ~B

2:10-4:0U PM

---------------------- --------------------~- --------. :~n~e~:~gy~~i:ni~~ It

Thursday Mar. 26

I

.- ------------------------------::~::::mF;;~2~~~--~l~~~~~--

:;;~-----~~:
~~:
~
;
:
;;;y
~
i
:~--------------i
:
~~i
:
--~::n~:~er/Li
=
.
'=
Wednesday Mar. 4
Grafton Room - MUB

Determining Your
Marketable Skills

= _____
=
=
-

=:
-

§

=

._

____________________________.._......._________________________

• Finding A Job

~

=

2: 10-4: 00 PM

Thu~d~~r. 9
Grafton Room - MUB

2: 10-4 :00 PM

Wednesday Mar. 11
Grafton Room - MUB

2: 10-4: 00 PM

Thursday Apr. 16
Grafton Room - MUB

2: 10-4 :00 PM

-

=
=
=
-

.

E
_
;;;
§i

;;;
Liberal Arts Advising Center
Career Programs Sponsored by:
. r;ounseling a!Jd Testing Center
.
Career Planning and Placement Service
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Stoke Hall hot water
Chlorin~
problems resolved
By Edward Putnam
For the past few weeks residents of Stoke Hall have been forced 1
to take cold showers due to a malfunctioned steam valve.
Area I Physical Plant Operations and Maintenan:e (P~O&M)
director Joe Carmody replaced the broken valve earlier this week.
The newly replaced valve will not be billed to Stoke residents.
Much of Stoke Hall had been complaiJ)ing about lack of hot
Wi¼t~r. SJudents such as Kelly Gibbons, were "sick and tired of taking
cold showers." A petition initiated on the fourth floor made its way
throughout the building with a ninety percent response rate.
The reason for the delay was "a bunch of little things that went
wrong at the same time," Carmody said. Much of the old heating
system had to be replaced.
Stoke Hall is supplied with water from a 1000 to 1200 gallon tank
on the ground floor. Cold water enters the tank, is taken out,
converted to steam, condensed, and put back into the tank several
degrees hotter. This water is then mixed with cold water and sent
upstairs.
The brolcen v~lve <'~nseci steam to leak out. which ultimately
lowered the temperature in the tank. More water had to be taken out
of the tank to compensate for the decrease in temperature.
The hot water was therefore depleted more rapidly between the
hours of 7 and 9 a.m. when demand is high.
With the new valve in working order, Stoke Hall has a more than
ample suppJy of hot water.

STUDENT RE~TALS

with

Adrienne Torf

continued from page one

"lt's worse than drinking pool
water," said Christopher
Alexander, a UNH student.
One student was concerned with
the fact that the University did not
make any statement concerning
whether or not the water was safe
to drink.
_:I'm surprised the University
hasn't informed the students on
what is going on. No one knew if
we could drink it or not," said
junior Lisa Agresti.
·
Hood House Director Dr. Peter
Patterson said, "We've had calls
. concerning whether or not there is
too much chlorine in the water to
drinl< " R11t he said they have not
had any · symptoms of illness
relating to the water's chlorine
content.
An official at the Rollings ·
Treatment plant said that, "It takes
anywhere between one minute and
two days for water from this plant
to get to you, hopefully the taste
will be gone by the weekend."

A Fundraiser

for the National Women's Studies Association

Hosted by:
Bowdoin Women's Assoc.
Feb. 8 8:00 PM
Morrell Gym
Bowdoin College, Brunswick, ME.

TICKETS $6.50
Al'ailahle at the door
or at Boll'doin Women'.1-

Re.wurce Center
(207) 725-8731

o

Wheelchair · Accessible
0 ASL Interpreted
0

No Alcohol

A Non-profit
Organization

For the 81-82 school year, walking distance to campus. 2bedroom units for 3 or 4 students, $3,000/ semester. Onebedroom units for 2 students $1 ,800/ semester. Find your
own roommate. We pay for heat and hot · water . For_an
appointment call 868-5542, ask for NICK .

PRESENTS:

Downtown Durham

a lecture by
_Dr. Jack Eddy ,,

ALL SWEATERS

ANEW LOOK AT THE
CHANGING SOLAR DIAMETER

MEN'S and WOMEN'S

Howes Auditorium
Wednesday, February 11 th

now

4:00 PM

8
40 /o
OFF
CHOOSE FROM:

Boston ·rrader

Soft Cootact,~
Onlv ·9 )00
•
•
•
•
•
•

Inciudes:
Lens Fitting
Contact Lenses
Thermal Disinfection Unit
Solutions and Carrying Case
Instructions on Care & Cleaning
All Follow-up Visits

Qill For Your FREE In-Office

Susan Bristol
Northern Isles
Alps
Wickbury

. Trial .Fitting ~'!oday~ How
Cooifortable Son O>ntacts Gm Be!
Ask Your Doctor For Your Eyegl~ Prescription

bllNETTE SPTlfltlE

Downtown Durham

LICENSED OPTICIANS

Next to Young's

466 CENTRAL AVE., UPPER SQUARE, DOVER ·

74.9-2094/N,H. Watts 800-SSZ..7337

•. Restaurant

l

) -

-, .. /,..
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--------Notices- ----------..
ACADEMIC
1980-1981 EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY
GRANTS: Deadline for applications for current
acade~ic re_ar is March 15, 1981. Changes will permit
some_ m~hg1ble students to receive 1980-81 BEOG's.
Appltcat1ons. available in Financial Aid Office 207
'
Thompson Hall.
HUMAN~Ti~S LECTURE SERIES: Medieval Art.
Mary ~1tehng, T~e ~rts. Open to students in
Humamttes 502 sections and to those registered with
DC_E. Tuesday, February 10, Room 127, Hamilton
Smith, 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m.

CAREERS
SUMMER JOB FAIR: Employer·sfrom various areas to
talk with interested job seekers. Sponsored by Career
Planning and Placement Service. Thurs., Feb. 12,
Granite State Room, Memorial Union, IO a.m. -4 p.m.

!RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP: Lecture and
!discussion on written job-getting communication
techniques. Sponsored by Career Planning and
P)acement. Thursday, February 12, Forum Room,
Library, 12 noon.
FUTURES PROGRAM: Selecting a Major. Sponsored
by Caree~ ~Janning, Counseling and Testing, and Liberal
Arts Adv1smg. Tuesday, February 10, Room Correction:
Carroll / Belknap Rm. Memorial Union, 3-5 p.m.

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATION
INTER VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
MEETING: Ortho Wells, IVCF faculty advisor, will talk
about students and the church. Friday, February 6,
Room 218, McConnell, 7:30 p.m. Other activities: Daily
Prayer Meetings Mon, Wed, and Fri, Room 320, Tues
and Thurs, Hanover_Room, M•UB; Boqktable, Tues and
We?, 11-12 MUB; and various Bible studies (times
avatl~ble at booktable, prayer meetings, or Friday
meetmgs).
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING FOR SANE AND
CSD: Sponsored by Students Advocating Natural
Energy and the Coa~ition ~o Stop the Draft. Monday,
February 9, Memorial Umon Common Office, Room
146, 7:30 p.m.
STUDENTS FOR RECYCLING MEETING: Come
join us and help us regenerate recycling on campus.
Tuesday, February JO, Rm. 218, Hamilton Smith, 8 p.m.
Sl~ULATION GAMES CLUB: Various games.
Fnday, February 6 and Saturday, February 7.
Carrol / Belknap Rm., Memorial Union, 6 p.m. to
. closing.
GAY COFFEE HOUSE: Sponsored by Campus Gay
A~areness. Open to a~l. men women, gay or straight.
Fnday, February 6, Ph1hp Hale Rm. Paul Creative Arts
Center, 8-10 p.m.
MEETING OF SEACOAST CITIZENS FOR
CHO~CE: Concerned about campaign to outlaw
• abortions. Protect every women's right to choose.
Sponsored by Women's Center. Friday, February 6,
Unitarian Church, Portsmouth, 7:30 p.m.

.

ALPHA EPSILON DELTA: Organizational meeting.
Tuesday, February IO, Alumni Room, New Hampshire
Hall, 12:30 p.m.
JUGGLING CLUB: Open meeting for interested people.
Every Wednesday, Senate/ Merrimack Room, Memorial
Union, 6:30-11 p.m.

i

i

We Now-Sell
& Deliver Wine
with Flowers

c~mtinued from page one

COMPUTER SERVICES
FOR REGISTRATION OR INFORMATION ON
THE COURSES LISTED BELOW, PLEASE CALL
862-3527, OR STOP BY _ROOM 2E, Stoke Cluster.
LOGIN / TUTORIAL: For individual help about specific
problems. Every Tuesday and Thursday, Stoke Cluster 89:30 a.m.
DECIO SEMINAR: Monthly seminar for experienced
DECIO users has an initial question and answer period
followed by a discussion on an announced topic.
Tuesday, February 10, Stoke Clu~ ·er, 12:30-2 p.m.
BAC~ UP: Used to archive or store files on tape.
Explams how to use BACKUP and avoid errors.
Wednesday, February 11, Stoke Cluster, 2-4 p.m.
Prerequisite: Beginning Timesharing; previous
·
experience helpful.

The search is · proving to be
rather costly.
"But choosing the wrong dean,"
explained Meeker, "is even more
expensive."
The finalists will be visiting
UNH February 9th thrugh March
6th.
Professor Glass is Chairman of
the Department of Physics at
North Dakota, where he has
taught since 1968. He earned his
Ph.D. in Physics from the
University of Nevada.
Professor of Electrical.
Engineering at the University o(
Colorado, Nahman is also chiet ot
the Time Domain Metrology
Program. He received his Ph.D. in

COUNSELING AND TESTING CENTER
JOGGINe-RU~NING SUPPORT GROUP: Bi-weekly
group_ now for~mg. Learn about the physical and stress
redu~mg benefits of regular, non-competitive exercise.
For Joggers and those that have never jogged. F°"
information call De1viu C,u:,:,

al

Electric:.11

2-2090.

Engineering from

GE~ERAL

i

~

Fridays in the
SPORTS section of

The New Hampshire

.

Check Out Our
,...,__Wide Selection of
Gifts and
-Decorating
Iteins

DON'T FORGET
TH.IS SA TU RDA Y
.IS
-DAY!
VALENTINE'S
··--···
SEND YOllR LOVE
A ROSE .

Appropriate· for
Any Occasion

H~-

h;~·-;~rved
London, England.
at various institutions, including
the position of Dean of Graduate
School at the University of
Louisville.
Pi:ofessor Frank J . Popp,
Chairman of the Chemistry
Department at the University of
~issouri! earned his Ph.D. degree
m Chemistry from the University
of Kansas. He has taught at
various Universities, including the
University of Miami.
Professor and Department
Chairman of Engineering, John
W. Rouse received his Ph.D. in
Electrical Engineering from the
University of Kansas. He has
taught at different universities and
been director of rPsi-~rc-h progr:.1ms:
such as the Bioengineering
Advanced Automaton Research
Program.

SKI REPORT·

FINANCIAL AID APPLICATION MATERIAL FOR
1981-82: ()nclu~es 19~1 Sumty1er College Work-Study
Program.) Available m the Financial Aid Office, 207
, Thompson Hall, and in the Memorial Union Mondays
and Wednesdays from 11 a.m.-1 p.m. duringJanuary and
February. ~tu~ent applicants will need the packet for
1~81-8~ wh1~h includes a 1981-82 UNH Application for
Financial Aid (blue) and a 1981-82 Financial Aid Form.
Priority deadline for undergraduates February 15; for
graduate students, May I, 1981.
TRA_NSFERS: An_ on-going orientation group is
forming. The group 1s designed as a place to meet other
UNH tran~fers, to iihart questions, concerns, joys, and
fun. Meetmgs are Wednesdays, 4-6 p.m., beginning
February 4. Stop by the Commuter/ Transfer Center to
sign up or ask questions .
GR~EK Nl~HT OF SIN: Dance. Proceeds to go to
charity. Gramte State Room, Memorial Union, JO p.m.-·I
a.m. Cover charge 50¢

~

the

University of Kansas.
Professor of Materials Science,
Alan A. Johnson, received his
Ph.D. from the llnivPrii.tv nf

THE MEDIA AND FEMALE ATTRACTIVENESS:
A Yardstick for Self-Image. Pat Flemming, Theater and
~ommunic~tion Department. Informal workshops on
issues of mterests to returning students. Tuesday,
February 10, Memorial Union, Sullivan Room, 12:30-2
p.m.
STR_ES? MANAGE~ENT GROUP: Technique of
med1tat10n apd relaxation useful in dealing with stress.
Sponsored by Couns~ling and Tes~ing Center. Monday,
February 9, Counseling and Testmg Center, Schofield
House, 4-6 p.m. Four week series.

-~1~. ~t~. ~~1~.. .:. S)ffe.,;. ,-~+Q~~~.. .:. S)tte.,;. ,-~1~. e.,;..,-~f~. e.,;..,-~t~.
i

Finalists

SOFT CO-NT ACT LENSES

ARE THEY FOR YOU?
....We __Can .Help .Y ou. Find.... _ ·- ·-·-·. .
Tl!,e Answers
Because we believe that the health of your eyes
should · not be compromised and to provide the
highest quality of care; we carry only the most advanced contact lenses available today.

Come In and See Us
For More Information

WE OFFER:
•full service contact lens care
•new FDA approved soft lens for extended wear
•no obligation in office trial

Call Or stop by for details

Red Ccirpet
.Flower and Gift Shop

Memben American Optom~trlc Association
and N.H. Anoclatlon of Optometrists

DR. ALIE & M·ENARD
476 Central Ava.
Dover, N.H.
742-5719
· Mon, Tues, Thurs, Fri 9-5

Jenkin~ Court
Durham, N.H.
868-1012
Mon, Thurs, Fri 9-5

Sat 9-12

CLOSED WEDN°E.S DA y
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INQUIRY
continued from page thirteen
First Amendment states: "Congress shall make no law
respecting _an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the
free exercise thereof; or of abridging the freedom of
speech, or. of the press ... "
Justice Hugo .Black, the First Amendment's strongest
s~pporter, noted that _there were no qualifications in the
First Amendment hke there were in the Fourth
· (unreasonable), Fifth (due process) and Eighth
(excessive). "No Law" means "no law", Black said. For
years Black with his "literalism" and Justice William 0.
Douglas with ~is "absolutism" teamed up to champion
f ~ee speech. It 1s a fight that allows no rest, particularly
smce the death of two of its greatest advocates.
~he co~stitutional battle against free speech always
begms . with an attempt to confuse, complicate and
oth~rw1se obfuscate the issue. · Confusion necessarily
begms every argument that tries to avoid the clear and
conc~se language of the First Amendment. It says no law
and 1t mea~s no _law-there are no exceptions.
Fr_om_ this pomt we can descend from theory into
apphcat10n. Everyone I talked to who wanted to stop
MUSO from showing an X-rated film was either
surprised or angry at the suggestion that they were
cen~or£ . The ii;:i;:11p i~ ,-.Jp!-\r, however: the sole reason for
the attempt to stop the film is because of the values it
represents. Prohibiting a film because of its content is
censorship.
. T~o phony arguments are sometimes brought up. The
first 1s that someone shouldn't have their tax money used
to pay for a film that offends them. But MUSO's X-rated
films have always made money and there is no reason to
expect it won't this year. The second argument is that it
appeals almost exclusively to a male audience and the
general student body shouldn't have to pay for something
of _li11?ited int~rest. But every program at UN H appeals to
a hm1ted audience, whether 1t be a Christian audience or a
feminis_t au~ience; s1;1r~ly defining people by their sex is
the antithesis of femm1sm. Furthermore the facts refute
the limited appeal notion: when I wen't to Emmanuel
several years ago, accompanied by a woman, a third of
the audience was female.
·
Student Senate is government
The f!lOre p'opular argument, however, is that Student
Senat~ 1s_ no~ a gov~rnmental body and as a private
organization 1t may pick and choose the films it wants to
sponsor. T~is _concept violate's student government's
name, constitution and own conception of itself. The
Senate's constitution says, "The (Student) Senate shall be
organized into a central governing body. . . (and) is
developed upon the principle that undergraduate
stud~~ts h~ve ~ basic right and responsibility to
participate m U mversity.governance."

The -idea of a private government is a contradiction in
terms. The Senate has all the functions of a government.
It taxes students nearly $300,000 a year; it appropriates
that money through democratically elected senators led
by a Student Body President. Every student at the
l!~iversi~y must pay the tax or lose his or her University
c1t1zensh1p. Thus, every student has a right to expect the
Student Senate~to protect their rights not take them
away.
· The Fourteenth Amendment, with its "due process"
and "equal protection" clauses, expanded constitutional ·
guarantees so state and local governments could not
abridge a constitution~lly protected freedom. The
Student Senate is a local government and the University
itself is a public institution; both are restricted in the same
way any other entity of the state is. No one admini~trator
or body of the University has a right to prohibit a speech
or a film because of its content.
This concept was tested in court in 1970 when Student
Bokdy President Mark Wefers invited three members of
the Chicago Seven t,o speak at UNH. The speech was
scheduled at the height of the anti-war movement and as
it turned out, came the day after the shootings at K~nt
State. The Manchester Union Leader started the battle ·
to prevent the speeches and enlisted the support of Gov.
Walter Peterson and the Board of Trustees who voted not
to allow the speeches. The battle was · taken to court
when;; it wa3 ruled that noithor tho Univorsit;, nor it£

Trustees could legally prevent the presentation of ideas
regardless . of their offensiveness. (The court also limited
the_ tim~ in which. the_ speeches could take place so the
University could provide proper security. But this time
limit was ignored and the speeches were held in the Field
House on May 5, 1970.)
The University is a public institution, funded by the
state! and the MUB is a public building, supported by
pubhc funds and another tax on students. Neither the
l!niversity nor any body internally contained has a legal
nght to prevent the presentation of offensive ideas. To
the contrary, it is legally bound to use its resources
including its police force, to ensure the free expression of
ideas prot_ected by the First Amendment. Any act to stop
the showmg of an X-rated film is a criminal act and
should be challenged in court. ·
Censorship hits home
It is sad that the academic community, which has
take~ the brunt of censorship .over the years, has shown,
at UN H at least,_ s_o little respect for free speech. Isn't a
necessary cond1t10n for the achievement of the
University's "academic mission" to allow for rfie
uninhibited flow of ideas? The term '"academic mission"
has been taken from the University by-laws and used as
~n excuse for censoring anything that allegedly violates
It.

lowest point in ten years. The Student Senate voted
unanimously (with two abstentions) last Sunday to send
the X-rated film back to committee. Isn't there one single
student senat?r willin~ to stand up and say he or she
refuses to sacnfice the nght to free speech for the political
expediency of the moment?
_TO? . ma!1Y. pe~pl~ . are ~eluding themselves into
thmkmg ~h1~ 1s. a JUS~1f1able, isolated example. It isn't.
Censorship 1s a prmc1pl~, acc_epted once it can be applied
to any bothersome situation that arises.
Passive
acceptance of censorship pervades thiscampus_.In thelast
year alone, WUNH fired a disc jockey for interviewing
~embers of the Revolutionary Communist Party on the
air; RCP members were denied a room to meet in the
MUB until the N.H. Civil I.}berties Union intervened·
CARP was denied recognition as a student group
because of its · religious and political beliefs· the
Student Activities office has banned R-rated m'ovies
from the TV room of the MU B and since then STVN
which spo~sors the film series, has shown only G and PG
rated movies~ ~~d. ther~ are even more examples.
Stud_ent ActlVlttes Duector Jeff Onore, whQ initiated
the act10_n ~aken by the Student Senate, says he can stop
the movie Just by ordering· the Strafford Room's door
locked. UNH President Evelyn Handler is reportedly
"cle~rly opposed" to showing an X-rated film. The
movie, how~ver, hasn't. even ,been chosen, so the people
, wh_o are trvm~ to stOJ? 1t don t even know what they are
· trymg to preve~t. It 1s clearly a war of values, and the
people on one side 8:re trying to use institutional power to
preyent the other_ s~de from seeing and enjoying a film
that af~ronts femm1st values. In the process they are
destroying a value more fundamental: the right to free
speech.
Concern for civil liberties and feminism are not
mutually exclusive. A group·called libertarian feminists
is thriving. Feminists such as Glorta Steinem and Susan
Sontag oppose censorship ...lt would be nice to get. .. tnis
obscene _propaganda against women off the streets, out of
the mov•~.theat_e~s, ?Ut of the book stores and so on," says
Sontag. But 1t s simply a precedent for other kinds of
censorship--and pornography will only go
underground."
The acad_emic community cannot relax its opposition
to ~e~sorsh1p ~nd expect to remain unaffected for long.
. This 1s where ideas <Jre born; it should not become the
place where they ~re forcibly stopped.

Thanks for the information that made this essay possi~le go to the S!udent Senate, Jeff Onore, Greg Flemming and particularly libertarian thinkers like Nat
Hentoff, Hugo Black, H.L. Mencken and Ayn Rand.

Tolerance for unpopular ideas at UNH has reached its

DO YOU NEED TO SELECT A MAJOR?

-UP .YOUR

SELECTING A MAJOR WORKSHOP
Tuesday, February 10, 1981
3to5PM
Carroll-Belknap Room
Memorial Union Building
--Are you undeclared and need to decide on a MAJOR soon?
--Do you have a MAJOR but are unsure if it is for you?
--Have you had four MAJORS in two semesters and are
contemplating yet another change?
-- Do you wonder what sort of ''job" you can get
with your MAJOR?
Are you generally confused about your ac~demic direction?
Then come to this MAJOR ·meeting on ACADEMIC MAJORS
and let us help you discover the right MAJOR. for you.

DO NOT MISS THIS
SHOW
FEB. 6 .. 7

Winner of The UNH Battle of the
Bands
In the MUB PUB -

· Career Program.s spo11sored by:
The Cou11seling a11d Testing Ce11ter
Career Pln1111ing and Placem.e11t
The Liberal Arts Adrising Center

I - ,--,

Do(?rS Open 8:00 pm
$2.00 -cover \Nith UNH ID
and p~oof of age
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Univer·sity Forum
INQUIRY

Dennis Cauchon
. THE ANATOMY OF FREE S'PEECH
Alf censorship is born from a person or group of
persons who have become so convinced in the superiority
of their ideas that they believe it their moral right, if not
duty, to prevent dissenting opinion from beini presented.
1 n1s group, to enforce a view that it holds as self-evident
and universally true, turns to the state to request that the
government sanction its belief and use its tools -of
enforcement to prevent the presentation of opposing
views.
·
The group sees no loss of liberty because no "true and
good" ideas are being suppressed and actually, to this
group, liberty is increased because its members are freer
to live in the society they desire. To this group, speech
that advocates or causes a threat to their physical security
may be justifiably eliminated on the grounds that the
right to exist free _o f harm from others outweighs the right
and individual may have to express his or.her mind, no
matter how offensive those views are.
- Cases ot censorship have arisen m::iny time~ in history,
at many different places and to suppress many different
ideas. The case that UNH is now considering is: should
MUSO be prevented from showing a pornographic
movie because it might cause a person who saw the movie
to assault a woman?
The group advocating censorship can loosely be called
feminists-although this definition is not completely
accurate for I am a feminist as well as a libertarian. The
governmental body being appealed to is the Student
Senate, although the MUB Board of Governors, the
Student Organizations Committee and every
administrator from Jeff Onore, director of student
activities, and above has some form of power that could
prevent the movie from being shown.
The basic idea motivating this censorship attempt is:
women ·have the right not to be exploited or assaultea.
Allowing the presentation of women being exploited or
assaulted on a movie screen in the Strafford Room of the
MUB will increase the likelihood that a viewer, probably
male, will (sexually) assault a person (probably female).
A Freedom of Choice
The first brick to crumble m this prison housing socalled obscenitors is the assumption that in all cases a
man does not have the right to exploit or assault a
woman. Certainly a man-and here we11 remain trapped
in the man vs. woman syndrome because that's how it has
been drawn--does not have the right to use force against
an unwilling woman except in cases of self-~efense. But
does a woman who, knowing the risks, asks--or accepts
for certain amount of money--have the right to receive
physical abuse? I think so. Ultimate control over a
woman's body belongs to her, not the state.
The argument that no woman ever really wants to be
physically abused, even if she requests it, is merely an
elitist tool used to justify moral imperialism: who knows
better than the individual what she really wants and, if
she is hurting nobody else, why shouldn't she be allowed
to pursue her happiness, no matter how perverse it may
seem?
The idea that it is always immoral to exploit a woman
runs into the first of many definitional problems. If a
woman freely chooses to act a certain way, can it ever be
said that she is being exploited in the perjoritive sense of
the word?- Or, in the more neutral, Marxian sense that
defines exploitation as an economic relationship between
two people (the capitalist and the wage laborer to Marx),
why shouldn't a woman be allowed to be exploited if she
so chooses, or a man be allowed to be exploit if someone
is willing to be exploited?
The point to be derived from this is, in some cases,
often for sexual pleasure, people desire to be physically
abused or exploited, and they have that right. they also
have the right to advocate that other people try physical
abuse and experience the joy they have felt. They may do
this, by examp-Ie if they wish, in film, literature, music,
paintings or any other medium they chose. They have a
corresponding right to present this view to any person
who will listen.
Thus, the definition of pornography be.ing used by the
Student Senate, wn1cn reaos m 1 uu rnat pornograpny 1s
anything "having as a distinguishing characteristic the
degrading and demeaning portrayal of the role and the
status of the human fema1e as a mere sexual object to be
exploited and manipulated," illegitimately prohibits the
expression of people who want, and feel others should be,
demeaned, exploited, degraded and manipulated.
I have a right to say ••women should be kept in the
kitchen and the bedroom". A woman has the right to stay
in the kitchen and the bedroom. I have no right to force a
woman to stay in the kitchen and the bedroom. And no
woman (or man, of course) has the right to stop me from
speaking of women, the kitchen and the bedroom.
The basic premise of free speech is that an individual is
the best person to decide what will make him or her
happiest. That person has a right to listen to and advocate
all possible choices; this hol~s true for Nazis,
pornographers, athiests, feminists, communists and
every other member and segment of society.
Thought is not action
Do people have the right to advocate abridging
another's right? Yes. Do they have the right to abridge
another's right? No.
The distinction between thought and action is crucial.
A thought, and the expression of it, is never a crime. It is
not a crime to think or fantasize about rape. It is a crime
t~ rape. The government has no right probing an
it1dividual's
mind
to find
improper
thoughtsr because the
, t r
, • ,
,
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government has no right to judge thoughts. The proper
role of the state is to remain neutral, protect the right to
think and speak, and allow individual citizens to make
their own moral judgments.
If a oers9n advoca~es and there is no crime, it is morally
reprehensible to pumsh anyone. The potential to commit
or- fo cause a cri'me is something possessed, to varying
degrees, in all of us. If the criminal act of another was
accidently caused, such as if saying ••ham and eggs"
causes a person to steal ham and eggs, one connot hold
the first party responsible for the second party's actions.
If, however, it is the advocate's intent to cause a crime, is
he or she responsible for that crime? No. Intent is a
thought, not an action, and therefore not punishable.
Furthermore, if an advocate intends to cause a crime but
none is committed, the state is notjustified ·in punishing a
person when no crime has been committed. Intent can't
be applied as the distinguishing characteristic of illegal
speech because in some cases speaking with intent would
be illegal and in others it wouldn't. To say intent and no
crime is legal, but intent and a crime (committed by
another) is not, is inconsistent, allowing the same words,
with the same intent, to be uttered in similar
circumstances by one person but not another. Also,
making a person's criminality dependent upon the
actions of another is contrary to the concept of individual
responsibility this country was founded on. It also makes
clear that the true distinguishing characteristic of a crime
is the criminal act itself, not anything that precedes or
follows it.
(The third possibility, in addition to intent and
accident, is that one "should have known" that his or her
speech would cause a crime. This idea of negligence,
however, is implausable for the same reasons using intent
as the criterion is. Peop1e should be punished for what
they do, not what they say.)
Individual or societal responsibility
The necessary jump for any feminist seeking to justify
censorship of pornography to make is one from
individual responsibility to societal responsibility. Only
in this context can one person be punished--defined here
as the limiting of one's freedom-for the crime of another.
This assumption allows empirical studies to be brought
into the debate. It also allows the feminists to argue that
the government, in this case the Student Senate, should
use its powers to act as a ••rationalizing" agent for the
community; in other words, it should rationally decide
what actions cause more harm than benefit to society
and, as a result, legislate society in such a way as to
maximize the greatest good for the greatest number. The
moral justification for this is we all live in society and are
affected by the actions of its members; consequently, we
have a right to limit undesirable actions.
This idea of collective rights to be administered in a
utilitarian fashion is forbidden not only by the
constitution, but also by moral law which grants rights to
individuals as protection against undesired intrusion
form others. An individual is not obligated to act in the
best interest of that mystical thing called society; a
person's concern is the pursuit of his or her own
happiness and society does not have a right to steal this
opportunity. What makes ari individual happy, no matter
how unusual, is a personal decision and the group has no
right to intrude so long as other participants, if any, are
doing so voluntarily. The group has no right to intervene
until one of its members is forced to do something. All
individuals who acted, filmed, distributed, and will
project and view this film-to be decided on by MUSO
later--did so voluntarily, we can assume; the group has no
ri~ht to intervene.
The collectivist mentality misperceives rights and
liberty in two ways. The first is the view that there is a
hierarchy of rights which society can legitimately,
through democratic government, balance. This explains
the concept stated earlier that weighing two types of
necessarily contradictory freedoms can increase liberty if
the less important one is restricted. There is only one
right, however: the right to act. Stated simply, it is the
I

right to one's own life. Society does not have the right to
stop an individual's action unless that act itself infringes
directly upon the same right of another. Showing a
pornographic movie in no way forces a person to act in
any particular way.
-\
The second, and related, misperception is the failure to
distinguish between the right to act and the percieved
right to result. Individuals have the right to pursue their
utopian society, but they do not have a right to that
society. A friend recently suggested he had a right to mass
transportation: at the expense of whom? the involuntary
tax payer? The workers required to build it? The antipornography people should ask themselves the same
question for they have a right to pursue a pornography
free society but not at the expense of the people who
enjoy it.
The notion of using government as a rationalizing
agent, or a maximizer of the common good, opens a
Pandora's Box that cannot ht> clo~ed . If the stute hus the
nght to censor speech that denigrates women, it must also
have the right to stop speech that denigrates any other
group, be it blacks, Nazis, Republicans or athiests. The
only thing required is that a majority, or a government
purporting to represent the majority, believes that some
group is being_insu~ted_and that the p~tential for damage
to that group is being increased. Why do women· have
any more ot a ngnt to be protectea agamst .. degrading
and demeaning" speech than any other social group?
They don't, and to give government the power to prevent
such speech 'is to give government the power to control
speech.
Moreover, if government has the right to make illegal a
factor that can be shown to be correlated to anti-social
behavior, as feminists claim pornography can be to
violence, what grounds do feminists have for stopping
this social regulation at pornography? It would be just as
legitimate to prevent one parent child rearing if it could
be shown that children raised by one parent are more
likely to commit crimes than those raised by two or the
state. Or should children who are beaten be prevented
from having children since "empirical studies" show they
are more likely to beat their children than people who
were raised without assault? The government does not
have, and should not be given·, the power of social
engineering. .
- Individual responsibility
This leads to one of the most important fallacies in the
censor to stop violence argument: an individual can
never be held responsible, or have his or her freedom
limited, because of the actions of another. If I read a
porno book and go to sleep, I should not be punished for
Joseph X who reads a porno book and then rapes.
Likewise, if 400 people see a pornographic film in the
MUB, their freedom cannot be justly restricted because
number 401 sexually assaults a woman.
Correspondingly, all black men cannot be restricted in
any way because one black man assaults a woman. The
moral soul of an individual cannot be tarnished by the
action of another. Thus, the fact that one man sees
pornography and commits a crime has no bearing on the
man who sees it and doesn't.
For this reason, whether viewing pornography is
correlated to violence is irrelevant. However, the
evidence I have seen shows their is no significant
relationship between pornography and violence. Even if
there was, one could not be sure whether violent people
tend to read pornography (with the possible reduction of
violence as a result) or if reading pornography causes
violence. Testing techniques for such studies could also
take on almost any design~ making their validity an
extraordinarily difficult thing to judge. The results of a
study done in a controlled laboratory and the results of a
survey of convicted sex offenders and their relationship
to pornography have such substantially different
meanings that legislating on the basis of these studies is
a dangerous way to handle the Fi_rst Amendment.
The Results
The most comprehensive survey of all pornographyviolence studies was done in 1970 by the Commission on
Obscenity and Pornography, appointed by then
President Richard Nixon. The report, from which Onore
drew the definition of pornography accepted by _the
Student Senate, states:
.. E.xtensive empirical
investigation, both by the Commission and by others,
provides no evidence that exposure to or use of explicit
sexual materials play a significant role in the causation of
social or individual harms such as crime, delinquency,
sexual or non-sexual delinquency or severe emotional
disturbances ... Empirical investigation thus supports the
opinion of a · substantial majority of persons
professionally engaged in the treatment of deviancy,
delinquency and anti-social behavior, that exposure to
sexually explicit materials has no harmful causal role in
·these areas."
The most frequent purchaser of pornography, the
report adds, is "a college-educated, married male, in his
thirties or forties, who is of above socio-economic
status."
The Commission's conclusion differs totally from the
Student Senate's. "The Commission believes that there is
no warrant for continued governmental interference with
the full freedom of adults to read, obtain or view
whatever material they wish."
Evidence--and other concurring studies have been
done in England and Denmark-shows J)_O link between
1
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Edited by Dennis Cauchon

Kiin Sherburne and Lorraine Martin

Pornography causes violence against women
·The University community, concerned with the issues
of sexual harassment and sexual assault, should be aware
that pornography, too, falls into the category of violence
against women. In response to the currt:nt Student
Senate debate about showing an "X-rated" movie in the
MUSO film series, we feel that it is crucial to make
students, as well as the Durham community, aware of the
effects of pornography and its link with violence in our
environment.
It must be understood that by"pornography"we mean
.;material "having as a distinguishing characteristic the
deg"rading and demeaning portrayal of women as a mere
sex object to be exploited and manipulated." While
"erotica" portrays equality within the relationship (or a
balance ot power) an<l is not harmfl.11, pornograpny
exploits sexual inequality and violence against women.
The essence of pornography is the defamation_ of
womanhood. We draw the line wherever violence or
~hostility toward women is equated with sexual pleasure.
Violence disguised as sexuality is dangerous, and it
legitimizes acts of brutality as well as being an agent of
· socialization that can shape our sexual identities.
Consider these scenes from the movie "Dressed To
Kill" and ask yourself just what is being said about
women and women's sexualitv?
·Thecameralingersoverthebodyofanakedwomanina
shower. Suddenly she is hoisted up by her crotch, a hand
is slapped across her mouth, her face is twisted i.n
anguish, and she is brutally raped.· As the scene ends we
learn that we have been witnessing the woman's sexual
fantasy.
A mental patient strangles a nurse from his hospital
bed, poses her naked and spread-eagle across the bed as a
thron-g of inmates laugh and cheer from the balcony.
Soon we discover that this is a woman ·s erotic
dream / nightmare.
The lesson of these scenes and many others in "Dressed
to Kill" is clear: Brutalized women are sexy, and women
enjoy and invite brutality. Women are portrayed only in

Kim Sherburne dnd Lorraine Martin are students at
the University. They are forming a group called Women
Against Pornography.

sexual terms; they are primarily sexual playthings he:J up
for sexual abuse .
W_e believe it is i?1p~rtant to consi~er t~e effect o~ sl:lch
movies on peoples. attitudes and their actions. Feminists
have long cons_1dered _ them . po:-verful for'!1s . of
propaganda, and mcreasmgly, sc1ent1sts are confirming
this. In_ an . article in Psyc~ology Today, recently
sum~anzed m the New York Tupe~, Seymour Feshback,
Chauman of the UCLA Department of Psychology warns
of the danger of sexual viole~ce in the media.
.
"_We are conc~rned by the impact of pornography m
which sex and violence are fused ... For one of the most
t~oubling results ?four research suggests _that men who
view such materials tend to be- more stimulated than

about sex.
"Women are not biological masochists who need or
like to be victimized by force and / or pain. Men are not
biological sadists who need or like to humiliate and
to.rture women . Sex should not be ·a confrontation
involving domination and submission," according to the
Women Against Pornography news report.
We are concerned about these messages that pervade
pornography, and do not wish to see such distortions of
our sexuality and personhood supported by the M USO
film series inclusion of an "X-rated!" film.
We would like to urge the campus community to
consider and evaluate the broad implications of
pornography, and what it says about our feelings and .

other~ by the idou of rupo und loss s ympathetic to the

i:tl:liUII::,

victim," Feshback said.
Pornography constitutes a threat to our physical safety
and emotional well-being. If pornography is accepted on
_this campus, we believe it would counteract the efforts of
many concerned individuals who have directed their
energies toward increasing awareness of the issues of
sexual harassment and sexual abuse on campus, and
setting policies to deal with such cases.
According to recent statistics, a rape occurs in the US
every 12 minutes: some estimates say that I out of every 3
women is raped: wife-battering is the most frequently
occurring crime in the country. Allowing pornographic
films to be shown on campus would condone all of these
crimes .
On Saturday, January 31, the New York-based
Women Against Pornography held a "Conference on
Women and Pornography" in Concord at the Franklin
Pierce· Law Center.
It focused on the impact of
pornography in our culture.
Workshops included
pornography and the law, the portrayal of women by the
media, the effects of pornography on our self-image, and
the economics of the pornography industry. A slide show
illustrated the hard-core pornography that consists of
pictures or-_.gra_ohic descriptions of women being raped.
bound. beaten or mutilated . Child molestation is
becoming increasingly popular in the porno industry as
well. .
It is- important •to recognize that pornography
perpetuates lies about women, lies about men, and lies

In a statement entitled "Where We Stand On The First
Amendment and Obscenity", New York Women Against
Pornography state the following:
"Women can protest pornography without violating .
the First Amendment as long as they do not invoke or
advocate the exercise of federal government authority.
Only the government, by definition, can violate a First
Amendment right. The First Amendment does not apply
to interactions between' two private parties: for example,
feminists boycotting a pornographic movie. We are
working hard, in the. exercise of · our own First
Amendment rights to develop strategies for effective
private action against the pornographic industry. We are
working to make people aware of the implications of the
violent, misogynist pornography that has become an
accepted part ·of our culture. Our movement -against
pornography is an anti-defamation movement against
the perpetuation of negative and destructive images of
women in the media.".
Many people say, "lf you don't like it, don't look." But
we cannot avoid . seeing pornography. Images of
bruta I ity confront us everyw~ere, e_v~n. in our
communities. Pictures of women m hum1hatmg poses
assault us from newstands, billboards, movie marquees,
record album covers: even television has picked up the
"fashionability'' of advertising movies portraying
violence against women. This University doesn't need to
buy' into the perpetuation of crimes against women. NO
PORNO AT UNH!

towa1d one: another.

Hans Heilhronner

Grade inflation: academic standards decline
Most college professors whose careers have spanned
the period from the 'fifties to the prnsent will attest to~
deterioration in literary and computational skills among
successive generations of students. That this perception is
not simply a species of nostalgia but has the ring of .truth
is strongly indicated by the year by year decline of scores
on standardized college entrance examinations. Yet over
the same period of time grades awarded to students by
these same instructors have risen, until recently, at an
equally perceptible rate. How can we make sense out of
_such discordant phenomena?
·
Although the Vietnam War did not produce the
problem of grade inflation, which is after all merely a
symptom of a much larger transformation of American
society, it nonetheless exacerbated it to the point of the
individual becoming conscious of it. Some instructors,
acting on their own anti-war sentiments, did not hesitate
to pass a student if failure meant a possible trip to
Vietnam. Their generosity to some gradually became
transmitted into a liberality for all. Such actions could be
rationalized the more readily as the spirit of
egalitarianism born, in part. of the civil rights struggles of
the 'sixties made distinctions between individuals appear
odious and words such as selectivity, elitism, superiority,
and competition sound disreputable.

Professor Hans Heilbronner has been leaching in the
History Department since 1954. His specialty is Russian
history ..
continued from preceding page
pornography and violence, and certainly not to the
degree of satisfying the "clear and present danger"
standard introduced by Supreme CourtJusticeHolmes or
even the "balancing doctrine" now in favor by one of
several factions on the Court. The Supreme Court has
yet to consider the validity- of prohibiting "obscene"
speech on the grounds of its danger, and if it did, it is
likely they would vote for free speech.
In fact, since 1957 when the Supreme Court first tried to
define obscenity in Ross v. United States, it has been
twisting and turning trying to define in objective terms a
subjective idea . What is obscene to one person may be art
to another. Justice Brennan wr9te in 1973, and other
judges have joined him since, that, "Ultimately, the
reformulation ( of obscenity definitions) must fail because
it still leaves in this Court the responsibility of
determining in each case whether the materials are
protected by the First Amendment .. . I am convinced

The gradual disillusion with SGience and technology
and the growing emphasis on the primacy of feelings and
sensations also militated strongly against the survival of
the Sputnik scare of the decade before. The attempts of
the schools to overcome the increasing distaste of the
young for the traditional courses of study and for hard,
disciplined labor led to educational reforms whose goal
oste!1sibly was to improve learning but which often only
exacerbated the problem by persuading students that
education must always be fun.
Strangely enough; even the growing and laudable
demand of the university that the faculty show tangible
pro~f ?f its dedication to scholarship through
publ_,c_!:lt1on tempted SC?f!le to cultivate their own garden.
Avoiding the hard dec1S1on of an otherwise justified "D"
or "F" meant that the onorous burden of confrontations
with irate undergraduates who refused to accept even a
"C" as the traditional symbol of satisfactory work could
be avoided .
Just at the time that students had become more and
more accustomed to the idea that the word failure had
been stricken from the dictionary, the widespread use of
student evaluations of faculty in decisions on promotion,
tcn_ure, and salar~ led to the unproven but widely shared
· belief among professors that their exoertise and ability to
teach mattered less than their capacity to endear themselves to those who now judged them. If we then add to
this assumption the requests of administrative officers
that departments justify their courses on the basis of

enrollments, and the pressure for a conscious or
unwitting relaxation of standards became almost
irresista hie.
The effects of the resultant grade inflation have ·not
been merely to cheapen the college diploma itself, but
wh_at i~ _perhaps worse. they have placed increasing and
unJust1f1ed stress on the supposedly wholly objective
examinations for entrance - to professional and graduate
schools. In an increasingly competitive world in which
the conscious c~ltivation of elitism ought to be among the
proudest functions of the university neither society nor
the individual are ultimately served well when standards
of judgment become subject to the political or social
currents of the moment. It is very instructive that while
we have witnessed the achievement of ever higher
standards and requirements in every area of athletics.
where there is no pity or salvation for the failure, over the
same period of time we have been the participants in a
general deteri.oration of qualitative standards in what we
demand of ourselves in our schools, in our places of work
and in our communities.
_ Pe~haps the recent_indications of a halt in further grade
mflat1~n means that Just the larger society shows signs of
~ surfeit_ o~ the new, the University once again obediently
follows m its wake . I would have preferred the university
to ~ave been the guardian of its own rectitude.ind a guide
ratner than a follower, but I accept the portents with
muted approval.

that a definition of obscenity in terms of physical conduct
cannot provide sufficient clarity to afford fair notice, to
avoid a chill on protected expression, and to minimize the
institutional stress, so long as that definition is used to
justify the outright suppression of any material that is
asserted to fall within its terms." The Supreme Court is
one vote away from calling obscenity undefinable,
although future court appointments could tilt the court in
either direction.
The definition used by the Student Senate is one ofthe
weakest. It says pornography is anything "having as a
distinguishing characteristic the degrading and
demeaniong portrayal of the role and status of the human
female as a mere sexual object to be exploited and
manipulated.'' Why only women? In addition, what does
it mean to "degrade" or "demean''? Both are words
subject to numerous interpretations and no mention of
what specifically constitutes degradation or the act of
demeaning is given. "Exploitation" and "manipulation"
are also words open for unlimited interpretation.

The definition also prohibits films, often made by
feminists, which intentionally show the exploitation of
women as a means of moving the audience in opposition:
to it. The rape scenes in Lina Wertmueller's "Swept
Away" is one prominent example. Possibly the best
foriegn film of the year, Jean-Luc Godard's "Every Man
for Himself," deals almost exclusively with this theme by
showing it--offensively.
The film, rated X, shows
moderately explicit sex scenes as symbols of male
chauvinism, worker and female alienation and the·
inhumanity of treating women as sex objects. The
Stu~e.nt ~enate's definition prohibits this radically
femm1st film; unless, of course, the senators believe the
film's intent and purpose should also be considered.

"No law" means "No law"
The definitional problem, though, misses the whole
point of the First Amendment. The government has no
nght to define proper speech in any way at any time. The

continued to page eleven
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Editorial
Stlldents should know what they pay for
More than a quarter of a million dollars of
students' money was spent this semestertofund
the nine student-run organizations.
Every one of the 11,000 students paid a
mandatory $32 fee on this semester's tuition
bill. Yet most students either don't notice it or
are unsure what it's for.
Now this figure is up for review and a possible
increase.
And student representatives will be the ones
to decide whether fellow students should pay
more for their concerts, newspapers, films,
lectures. counselin~ and student government
· Yesterday, _budget hearin~_ beg~ in the .
Student Activity Fee Council ( SAFC).
Only representatives from the nine student
.
organizations were there.
But after each budget passes ·SAFC during its
Tuesday or Thursday afternoon meetings, it will
be sent to the Student Senate's Sunday night
meeting for approval. Both organizations hold

open meetings.
Several of the organizations are requesting
increases. The Granite is asking for $7,000
more. MUSO is requesting an. additional
$10,000, and so is SCOPE.
A few organizations are asking for a decrease.
The New Hampshire wants $8,000 less than last
year, and SAFO a 86,000 decrease.
But the requests for more money outnumber
the decreases--which could mean an additional
cost for the student.
SAFC and Student Senate have to weigh the
benefits available to the students in proportion
to the costs.
It is not an easy task for the presidents and
bu siness managers of the organizations.
Each of them tend to think their organization
deserves the money. Many are bent on curtailing
.
the others.
The politicking and lobbying would remind
one of a legislative session. So ~ould the petty

snide comments and obvious · personal
vendettas.
At yesterday's SAFC meeting, the SCOPE
budget, had been scheduled last on the agendaJ t
was suddenly moved to Cool-Aid's slot, which
was second.
MUSO President Jon Feins and others saw itas
a "political ploy."
The competition is inherent among student
organizations, especially those with overlapping
concepts.
But none of this should be done at the expense
of the student
That 1s why students should be otfertng their
input in this process. They should attend
meetings and cite the effectiveness or
deficiencies of certain organizations.
Only the students know if they are getting
what they have paid for.

I

BEGON.E,
SATAN/

Letters
•

•

X-rated movies raise legality of pornography
To the Edi tor:
I'm rather upset over the role Senate
is attempting to play in M USO's film
choice. I think their method of
handling this and their reasons for
objecting are irrelevant to the situation.
First. pornography is not only
exploitive of women. but also of men.
Men are gi\'en detrimenta I roles such as
mindless studs simply ser\'icing the
\\ hims 0r wor:: ,·1, ·1 hey are shown

getting pleasure from being beaten,
a bused. and raped.
If Senate and Onore object. why
don·t they do so on the ground~ that
pornography is exploitive of the act of
sex; supposedly an act of love.
sexual harrassment and crime is a poor
charcter judgement of the UN H
students.
Senate·s uproar is a bit premature.
A~ 1 unden,tand it. they haven't even

seen the mqvie. Calling Gallen for his
opinion was ridiculous. They're ca lling
for the very p ublicity they claim will
harm the University.
The Senate can't play "mother
morality ... In effect. they·reattempting
to sav thev know what's best for the
students. who are supposedly adults.
And. in attempting to consider
censorship, the senate is merely
stimulating student curiosity. Many

people wi.11 go to the movie because it\
· a controversial issue.
This movie isn't being imposed on
the students: it\ their choice whether or
not the\' want to sec it.
I did a·n informal sun·ev of 50
students. including off-campus. single
sex. co-cd. fraternit\'. and ~ororitv
residents. Seventy-fi\·e percent said
they wouldn't go to a pornographic
movie. but 41 out of the 50 surveyed

agreed the Senate shouldn·t interfere.
Karen Holstrom

To the Editor:
Should M USO show an unscreened
X-rated film'?
To sav that the,· cannot is a form of
ccn~or~l1ip. but it ·could be argued that
s):10wipg the. film i. cqndoning the
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exploitation of sex.
The latter of these arguments is the
most valid. What is the exploitation of
sex? It is one person making unethical
use of sex for that person's own
advantage.
How . does the showing of an
unscreened X-rated film support the
exploitation of sex'? The late Marshall
McLuhan said ... the medium is the
message.·· Cinema is a powerful
medium with a powerful message.
Psychological tests prove that people
who watch violent films are not purged
of violent" feelings. On the contrary.
they show more violent tendencies and
exhibit forms of violence that they
. •
learned from the screen.
Assuming that sexual dnve.s are at
least as innate as feelings of hostility
then it stands to reason that people
viewing the X-rated film will not be
purged of their sex drives by ~atching
the film. On- the contrary. their sexual
drives will be intensified.
l3y increasing the sex drives of an

audience which is predisposed to
exploiting_sex as exemplified by their
desire to sec a movie about which they
know nothing except that it is X-rated
we are increasing the probability that
they will exploit sex.
We can extrapolate that audience
members would be mostly male
heterosexuals who will seek to emulate
the actions of the actors with members
of the opposite sex. Hence. we are
increasing the probability of males
sexually exploiting females.
I think it best that when a medium
increases the chance of harm to a
majority of the people. and women
were a 56 percent majority of . last
semester's population. then that
medium should be censored.
I do not believe that all X-rated films
should be banned from the campus and
replaced with Ronald Reagan films.
There are artistic X-rated films. "A
Clockwork Orange" was X-rated when
it first appeared and it was recently
shown on campus without apparent ill

effect.
I do believe that MUSO and the
Student Senate. by approving M uso·s
Spring movie sched~le. made a mist~ke
in scheduling a film about which
nothing is known except that it is Xratcd. I understand that mistake as an
attempt to do something unique. I have
made worse mistakes.
In tlic future. M USO should adopt a
method wherebv all M USO X-rated
films be discusseg as to the validity of
their art con.tent before being
scheduled. This would ensure that most
members have a knowledge about the
film.
The validity of art content-extends
into the philosophical branch of
aesthetics. Good. 1 hope that makes for
some lively educational debates among
M USO members which end in good.
responsible choices. That is a primary
objective of Universities.
Ged Carbone

To the Editor:
The recent debate over the showing
of pornographic films in the MUB is a
blatant example of censorship.
Who are Jeff Onore, Evelyn Handler
and Steve Bloom to decide that
pornography should not be viewed by
students here, and that it leads to violent crimes?
Jeff Onore says that he doesn't want
to censor anyone but his very
attendance and the statements made by
him at the Student Senate meetin_Bprove
otherwise.
In the past two years I saw two such
films at the MUB, neither had rape
. sequences.
If the fear of rape on campus
increasing is the reason for this
censorship then General Hospital
shuld be banned from the T.V. lounge
in the MU 8 for a character on that
show was graphically raped and rapist
was not punished.
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Some may worry about adverse
publicity and budget cuts due to
showing a pornographic film, these
people must not have heard, Mel didn't
get re-elected.
The selection pf a pornographic film
for showing by MUSO js in response to
stud~nts•desire to see one. The two films
over me last two years that were
pornographic were sell outs. (Most
students are curious to see
pornographic films, just to see what
they're like but they wouldn't want to
go to a sleazy theater in Boston, being
able to see one once a year here at
school would satisfy this curiousity.
Many pornographic films do not
depict women as mere sex objects,
obiectin2 to ones that do is iustifiahle
but ob.iecting to the ones that do not is
ce_!I_Sorship! 1
D.B.

Richard Gordon was very kind in his
problem. Many students do not realize _ nuisance storm and illnesses which
plague the Red Cross Blood Services in
treatment of this most recent accolade
that they arc causing the price of their
the winter. and since we still must meet
for Channel 11 and those of us involved
meal tickets .to go up by being greedy.
our Committments. what else could
in the series appreciate The New
Thcv take more food than thev can
our the.me be but "We Have a "Collect ..
Hampshire's applause for our efforts.
possibly eat. and the left-overs are
simply washed down the. dishroom CallforYou"onFebruaryl6,17,18,19.
There was an important omission,
at the MU B from IO am· to Jpm!
, sewers.
however. As crucial a,; the :.irtf)r<; in
To the Editor:
Help us with this play on words!
I he volume ol tood wasted 1s
front of the camera are to a television
I'm sure everyone is aware of the
Make some calls and get someone to
enormous-probably as great as t_hc
drama like the Franco File, at least as
To the Editor:
odor and funny after taste in the water.
join our "Party I.inc! .. Help us to get
volume eaten. I hate to sec food with
important to its success are the
Thank you for your article on the
Supposedly, someone "made a
only one bite taken out of it go down the "right number" - And the right
anonymous technicians behind the
Adopted Grandparent Program of
mistake" and put as much as three
number on our Red Cross dial is UN H
the drain. People take 20 pats of butter.
scenes. The engineers on The Franco
Jan. 30. However, 1 feel the New
times the normal dosage of chlorine
direct assistance to our Services!
five or six slices of bread. ten glasses of
File endured as much of a rigorous
England Gerontology Center and the
into the water.
Jarry Stearns
soda. Chicken they don't really want.
schedule as any of the people on the
New England Center were not properly
I can understand the mistake.
Your Durham Red Cross Operator
or two desserts. and then don ·t cat it.
creative end.
acknowledged. These organizations
However, I am very disturbed by the
The amount of food cooked is
Led by Project Engineer David
offered not only support and help to
lack of publication about the problem.
determined by the amount of food
Steve
Engineers
11
Channel
Raynes,
the program, but we were given office
The .University could have at least
taken at past meals by students. If we
Gary
and
Leland
John
Emmanuelli,
:space i°n wh.ich· to work, and office costs
given the students a:n explanation and a
all take only the amount of food we
step
every
in
involved
deeply
were
Blais
'were deferred.
warning as to some of the ill effects.
plan to eat. then the dining halls will
and every element of the difficult
The efforts of Olive Wrigh_t. Lee
But no! We students must pay the
not have to cook as much. and the cost
series.
this
of
process
production
umzKy, ano I ony Loaamgare greatly
price for someone else's incompetence.
of ·meal tickets won't keep spiraling
point
to
me
allowing
for
you
Thank
appreciated. just as I wish to sincerely
As a result, taking a shower is like
upwards.
out their imporrant contributions.
thank every member involved from
washing in a swimming pool. Your hair
.
The food cooked is all top quality. To the Editor:
Foster
Alan
each center.
Your January 30th issue carried a mce
and skin are robbed of their natural
grade A. and carefully balanced by
Director
Producer/
Amy K.. Sosman
story on the Emmy awarded our TV
moisture.
nutritionalists to meet all Vitamin and
New Hampshier Public Television
Coordinator, AGP
series, The Franco File. Reporter ·
Several women on my floor had
protein requirements. It may not be
serious skin reactions to the chlorine.
gourmet .. but it is certainly better than
Women wash their contacts in the
Burger King. T.V. dinners. or frozen
water and serious eye infections have
,
piuas.
occurred.
The next time you go to take extra
One woman's eyes were closed shut
food. think about all the starving
and she was unable to attend class. No
people in the world. and your starving
one can make tea to drink nor is
bank accounts. and take less.
drinking soda at Huddleston pleasant.
J.E. Larson
The smell is overpowering. The taste
is just as bad.
I am infuriated with the University
RACHEL GAGNE, Editor-in-Chief
and its handling of this problem.
As students, who do we hold
LONNIE BRENNAN, Managing Editor
BRENDAN DuBOIS, Managing Editor
·
responsible?
JACKIE MacMULLAN, News Editor
TIM·HILCHEY. News Editor
I, personally, do not like having to
LARRY McGRATH, Sports Editor
JOEL BROWN, Features Editor
suffer because someone else cannot
face the consequenc·es of their
NED FINKEL Photo Editor
HENRI BARBER. Photo Editor
mistakes. I know I speak for many of
To the Editor:
the women in my dorm.
DIANE GORDON, Business Manager
In our· country's mo·ment of
Meredith Hanrahan
JIM SINGER, Advertising Manager
and
celebrations
festive
joy,
jubilation,
RA McLaughlin Hall
patriotism for the release of the 52
fellow American). there is also a
moment of pain. The pain in question is
the pain that we as Vietnam Veterans
Jeff Tyler
or as so many call us "the Forgotten
Sandy McQuarrie
Reporters
Sue Valenza
Ones" feel.
Debbie Pinet .
Dennis Cauchon
Jeff Wescott
We. more than anyone can
Cathy Turnbull
Steve Damish Leslie Williams
sympathi1.c with these 52 Americans
Pamela Wright
Donna Dayton
for we know what it is like to be away
Photographers
Copy Editor
Annie Dean
from our loved ones facing possible
To the Editor:
Jonathan Blake
Emmy Fate
Paul Desmond
The editorial which appeared in the
death and the idea of never returning.
Mark Ganzer
Copy Readers
David Elliot
January 30 New Hampshire about my
But we do no~ know how it feels to
Girard
Louise
come home to a country that loves.
proposal for reinstituting academic
Karen· Davis
Greg Flemming
Scott Gusmer
respects. and wants you back.
probation for underg~aduates at U~H
Emily Garrett
Carla Geraci
Chris Hart
For a lot of the veterans the tortures
contains several egregious errors which
Holly Hamlin ·
Julie Grasso
came upon returning home. for it is
Hill
Bill
must be rectified.
Laura Hartop
Margo Hagopian
My proposal would not bar a student
these same people who arc praising
Horne
Jacki
Susan Paxman
.=:'beryl Holland
these 52 men and women as brave
on probation from member~hip _ or
Tim Lorette
Lisa Thisdale
i...,ori Holmes
heroes (which they arc) who
participation in a student organization.
George Newton
Maria Horn
Cartoonists
condemned the returning veteran as a
It would specifically bar such a student
Staff
Production
"killer". "suicidal maniac:· "drug
Rhonda Mann
from holding office or a paid position
Joe Kandra
Alec Adams
addict.'' etc. etc. Why'? Did we not
in a student organization.
Michael McDuffee
Brion O'Connor
Maura Attridge
My proposal would not bar a student
perform the same job as these 52 "serve
Gerry Miles
Craig White
our country:· Where were our vellow
on probation from being a member_ of
Carolyn Collins
Bill Nader
Advertising Associates
·
ribbons'? ·
an athletic team or from playmg
Dennis DuBois
Newton
George
Peggie Berg
Our tortures. humiliations. and
intramural games. It would specifically
Barry Gearin
Chet Patterson
Jacki Freedman
bar the student from playing in an
unacceptability into society arc still
Keyes
Dan
Millie Pelletier
intercollegiate athletic contest.
going on and may go ~n forever_. but
Billing Secretary
Jody Levine
Cathy Plourde
mavbc for the 52 returning Americans
My proposal would not bar a student
Meg Hall
Linda Marler
it {viii not last as long due to their
Cheryl Rock
on probation fro~ being a m~m~er of a
Editorial Assistant
Lorraine Pitts
ha\'ing the support and backing of our
dramatic or musical orgamzat1on or
Kathi Scrizzi•
Anne Crotty
Craig White
from rehearsing with such a group; nor
fellow Americans something that we as
Kevin Sousa
Circulation Manager
Vietnam Veterans have vet to know.
would it bar the student from
Typists
Kevin Sullivan
Viet.nam Veterans
performing publicly in such a group if
Lori Uncles
Debbie Birnie
Sullivan
Maureen
L. Mitch Moriart\'
he is officially registered in it for course
Circulation Assistant
Beth Brown
es
Town
Lorraine
Toby Wci'r
credit. My proposal would specifically
Doug Morton
I .aura Cooper
P. Rand Tracy
Daniel T. O'Brien
bar public performances by a student
on probation who was not so
. ·
registered.
The above restrictions are stated in
my proposal with extreme exp\icitness.
It strikes me as difficult to believe that
the writer of the January 30 editorial
could have written a denunciation of
my proposal without actually reading
To the Editor:
it. but that seems indeed to be the case.
Since the month of Fcbru~1ry can be
Mark DeVoto
a drcan· one and it's been too long since
Associate Professor of Music and the
Humanities we've g~tten together, we wanted to
make the theme for our upcom111g
blood dri\'c droll arJd filled with
humor! From beginning to end-from
our promotion and our traditional
outside display. to our decorations and
being with you all again. we hope to
To the Editor:
ui\·e ,·ou cnjo\'ment!
I am a senior at U l\ Hand work three
~ Since our. drives elsewhere haw
meals a \\Cd at Huddleston Dining
slowed down because 0f an occa~ional
Hall. 1 kcl \\asting food is a serious

Water

Grandparent

Channel .II

The New Hampshire

Vietnain

Probation
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..Submit typed letters to the Editor
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MID-WINTER CLEARANCE SALE
/.

Piercing your
ears isn't what
it used to be.

.

.

(

.

'

REDUCTIONS ON
'

:-t~-

Come to us for
beautifully
pierced ears.

ALL CROSS COUNTRY
SKI PACKAGES

•

(ALL RACING SKIS ½ PRICE )

./

.

.

.

__ . ~~ (--:-:CR_O SS COU~TRY KNICKERS, SUITS
_: ·
.- -~
_.., - .
PU~LOVERS, & SOCKS
"

<

'

l

DOWN PARKAS & VESTS

~

ROSSIGNOL SKI PACKAGE

II'

.
'·

._,,,,l,r

. _It:;.

-~-,r,

Reg. 158. 00

SALE PRICE

·

EAR PIERCING
FREE
with purchase of piercing
earrings. Parental consent
required under 18. ·

99.so

lllildtrntss (rails

Pettee Brook Lane . · ·
Durham. Ne_w Hampshire 03824

Open Daily 9-5:30
Ope·n Wed., Thurs., a~d Fri. Evenings 'til 8:00
Sunday 12-5

29 Main St.
·Durham

Hours
Mon-Sat 9 .. 5
Thurs., Fri Till 7

Phone

868-7051

CLASS ADS .
COUNSELORS: Qualffied counse(ors

needed.for 75 member camps located
Northeastern U.~.• Ju(r and Augu.tt.
ASSOCIATION
OF INDt:n.:NDtNT CAMPS.
/57.West 57 Street, N. Y., N. Y. /()()/9
(212) 582-3540

BERMUDA
There's still time to
plan for spring hrt•ak

We've got
the Best Deal
anyone can offer
call us
soon!!!
Patti or Barb
868-9828
862-1663

~ of New

Hampshire

Celebrity Series ·
Tickets Now on Sale
All performances
Johnson Theater

National Theatre
of the Deaf
8 p.m. Wed. & Thurs.,
Feb. 11 & 12
Seniors & UNH Students
$6.50 in advance
General $8.50;
group rates available

Little Theatre
of the Deaf
children's performance
,

10:30 a.m. Thurs., Feb. 12
Children $2; Adults $3

No group rates .
Memorial Union Ticket
Office 603/ 862-2290
0 en Mon-Fri 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
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· · The New Engiand Theater for "Those who sing and dance
Conference (NETC) summer only, competition will be
·
theater auditions give student extremely keen."
actors, singers and dancers two , Lucha, who teaches two courses
minutes each to prove their in musical theater in which
audition techniques are stressed, .
qualifications for stardom.
· Before an audience of about 50 says, "Directors need to see
producers, 500 performers and someone who seems creative,
technicians will be competing for performers should do something
approximately 125 positions in that _will set them apart from the
If a directot sees a
ordinary.
area· summer theaters.
"NETC serves as a mediator for hundred auditions, they'll soon
those who are looking for work begin to blend. You've got to grab
thc111. •• Lucna suggests that the
:atnd thos e who offc1 it,''~aiu UNH
auditioner choose little-known
theater manager Tom Scharff.
The summer theaters repre- pieces, and try to combine a variety
sented at the NETC auditions of talent, personality, charisma,
include professional summer and a range of emotions. All in
theaters, both equity and non- two minutes.
But two minutes is,.according to
equity; college-based summer
theaters; repertory companies; Brian Hotaling, a junior Theater
children's· theaters; Shakespeare major, 'Too short a time to show
what a great person you. are."
festivals; and dinner theaters.
Last spring, senior Scott Wilson
N ETC has been sponsoring
auditions since 1962 when Theater auditioned for the touring
and Communications professors, company of "A Chorus Line." He
John Edwards and Joseph said that, "the place was scary and
Batcheller, arranged auditions to competitiye," but that he learned
from the experience that
be held at UN H.
Due to its growth and expan- composure is the essence of a good
sion the event has been held in audition.
"You've got to hold it together,"
Boston for the last ten years. This
year, auditions will take place at he said. "I watched people doing
the Boston Conservatory March beautiful triple pirrouettes in the
20-21. The deadline for applica- hallway, but the same people
would get in front of the directors
tions is February 28.
· NETC provides a resume form, and fold under the pressure--not be
but it is up to the performer to able to do even a single pirrouette."
The producers attending the
put together a two minute audition
that will, according to Carol NETC auditions will be looking
Luc ha, associate professor, _ for a company for their summer
"market your product as seasons rather than characters for
a specific show. "They need a
effectively as possible."
Producers look for versatility as range of people who can play
well as talent. NETC warns that different roles and who will appeal

j

,

,

· An eye-opening
theatre performance

NETC--two minutes to
show ·'em all you know
By Martha Thomas
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to the audience," said Lucha.
When casting for a single show,
however, a director looks for
specific things. Gilbert Davenport
recently cast the UNH production
of "What the Butler Saw," a farce
that contains scantily-clad women
and, according to Davenport,
"shocking language."
'' As well as looking for the right
character types, I had to find
people who could say offensive
lines without beinj! embarrassecl ."
said Davenport. "Some people
just don't look right with those
lines coming out of their mouths. I
wouldn't want to subject an
audience to an entire evening of
such discomfort."
- Often decisions regarding the
interpretation of the play can be
made during the audition process.
Davenport saw the play as
burlesque until he went to cast it.
The people auditioning didn't fit
into his preconceived roles, so he
threw out his initial ideas for a new
approach.

By Kay Arden Elliott
-They ·have toured America
'twenty-six times, Europe twelve
times, Asia and Australia three
times. They have made three films,
produced two Broadway shows,
appeared on television countless
times. Critics have called them
"vibrant." "ext)aordinary." "Welloiled."
And now, in the wake of this
fabulous success, they come to the
Johnson Theater. February 11 ~nti
12, at 8:00 p.m.

Perhaps something or'a comedown for-the National Theater of
the Deaf?
The idea of a theatre of the deaf
is frequently greeted with bemusd
looks and patronising laughter. If
the ~ctors are deaf, what kind of
actors_are 'they going to make?
Pretty good ones, NTD's
ma-naging director David Hays
believes. He has repeatedly
pointed out that the deaf are
actually natural actors; they have
THEATRE
continued on page 18

Jeffrey Martin, who is codirecting "Hamlet" with John
Edwards, says that try-outs are the
worst part for the director and the
"What you're doing is
actor.
shaping the entire production ~ith
very little information .. . Cho1c~s
that you make in aud1t1ons w1I.~
affect you every step of the way.
According to Edwards, the actor
says, "I want _you to cast me
because I'll bet we can do a good
job together,'' and the director
says. "I'm going , to . cast .. you
because I'll bet you re nght.

NATIONAL THEATRE FOR THE DEAF. (clockwise from top):
Mark Kindschi, Charles Rop~r, Adrian Blue, and Chuck Biard.

Route 108 is no _place to die
The mufller I had repaired in August was on
the blink again. I'll tell that mufller guy offwhen I
get home to Connecticut, I thought to myself. As
it turns out, Smitty's Sunoco is getting an
excellent mufller.
It began back on a Wednesday night My
roommate, Chris, and I were .riding around in
Betsy, a '65 Oldsmobile that's been in the family
so long she seems more like a sister than a car.
The oil light in Betsy had been on for a month
but when I had the oil checked, the station
attendant said it wasn't low. From then on I paid
no attention to the oil light
Betsy was getting louder and louder as we
drove, and I was getting concerned. "Hey Chris,
do you think it needs oil?" "If it needed oil, your
front end would be smoking like hell. Your
muffler's &*%&." Case closed. He knows more
about cars than I do.
The next morning-I left Durham for Rochester
to have a root canal. I stopped in at Old Colony to
gas-up Betsy. I had fifteen minute's to get to
Rochester. No time to check the oil. I pulled out
and headed up Route 108.
Betsy was louder than the radio. "Geez, I really
should have gotten oil just in case," I decided.
"I'll stop at the next station for sure."
Then, BOOM! An explosion and a dense cloud
of smoke. It wasn't the muffier.
Then, the realization. I've just killed Betsy. I
began yelling profanities as the guilt overtook
me.
I tried to start her,.but knew she would never
start again.
I had flashbacks of the places Betsy had taken

been a good girl and served us well and she was
ready to go," she told me. "But give her a pat for
me."
I called a cab to get me to the dentist No
longer did the normal things like the twenty
dollar··cabfare or the fact that I was having-a root
canal upset me. "Earlier this morning I was
concerned about this root canal, but now I don't'
care if you rip my teeth out," I blurted to the
nurse.
For a week I let Betsy sit just on Route 108,
knowing that once I called a tow she would be
gone forever. Scrap -metal.
1
I rode past Betsy twice a day on the Dover A
run, pangs _of guilt running through me each
time. Though I knew something had to be done,
I couldn't bring myselfto do anything.
Friends who knew Betsy would ask "What's
Betsy doing on the side of the road?'' I had no
good answer. Friends didn't stop in to see me
because "I didn't see Betsy in front so I thought
you weren't home."
One friend I'd lost touch with almost went to
visit me at the house Betsy was parked in front
of, figuring I lived there. With every incident I
realized how much a part of me Betsy had
·
become.
One night, I was riding out to Dover when the
guy next to me, a fellow I barely knew, said 'The
cops were looking at your car tonight They've
probably towed it" "My car? Betsy?" ''Yup," he
answered. Sure enough, Betsy was gone. I never
quite figured out how he knew Betsy. It's just
like her, though, to know someone I didn't
_ __ ___ __
_
_
I miss the ·old g~rl.

me, from the family vacation to Long Island
fifteen years ago, to the spring vacation in Fort
·
Lauderdale a few months ago.
I remembered a trip to Wyoming when Betsy
was my transportation, my home, and my best
friend for three weeks while I searched for a job;
and how she drove me 2,000 miles in two days in
spite of her age when I needed to go home.
I remembered trips home to Connecticut at
ungodly hours when Betsy ran on fumes for what
seemed an .eternity to g~t me home when no gas
stations were open.
I remembered getting in the car to take a date
home and saying, "Please don't start, Betsy."
And she didn't, not until later, to my delight
I even remembered the times my mother had
gotten lost while trying to take us to the Bronx
Zoo, and the time we wound up at the zoo while
she was trying to take a friend home who lived on
the other side of town from the zoo.
I could have returned the favors of a lifetime
with a quart of oil. 'But now it was too late.
I walked into Advance Water Pumps to call my
Mom in Connecticut to tell her what I had done.
My father had bought her the car while we lived
in New York City. When my Mom got her license
she decided that she was too scared to drive in
the city, so Betsy sat in a garage for the first two
years of her life.
That pampering had continued over the years.
Oh, she'd been bumped and bruised a few times,
but overall she was handled with tender loving
care. Until me.
Mom pretended to take it in stride, knowing
that I was feeling bad enough already. "She's
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· tossing footballs. The play's setting
new dimension to theatre. Tour
Besides signing, NTD actors the playwright was getting at, will be a major league football
director Mack Scism described also employ elements of mime and according to Hays.
game, equipped with cheerleaders
In its relatively brief exis~ence,
their technique in a September dance to produce- an effect that"s
and sportscasters.
the
NTD
has
signed
its
way
1978 issue of the Compass:
vibrant and extraordinary.
Besides the performances on
'Our actors let you see
Managing director Hays through a disparate and Wednesday and Thursday, nights,
challenging
range of productions the
everything that's said, and hear · compares the post-performance
NTD plans on conducting
everything that's done."
effect to the impression one gets including a Japanese Kabuki play workshops in a number of areas
They do this by combining the from a competently subtitled film. a collection of writing by children, including visual theatr~ and mime.
spoken word (the text of the play is
"You remember it as if it were · and "4 Saints in.3 Acts;" an opera Times, places, and other such
by the inimitable Gertrude Stein. essentials
spoken by four actors onstage)
spoken in English, and, more than
have yet to. be decided,
THEATRE
Their latest effort, which they
with the language of the deaf; . that, because these visual phrases,
but will be announced.
from page 17
will
beperforming
at
UNH,
is
"signing."
unlike the spoken word, _so
If you haven't caught them on•
had to act out their feelings and · Signing goes above and beyond · actually express and 'sh.ow' the called "The Iliad, Play by Play."
one of their twenty-six jaunts
thoughts since birth.
There's
nothing
staid
and
epic
the more familiar system of
word."
through the United States, next
But people have always found
fingerspelling, which is limited to
The "visual language" of signing about the NTD's version, though. week is the time to do it. After all,
this hard to believe, and the deaf the hands. It involved all parts of
Instead
of shuffling about in it's not everyday
compliments and clarifies the
you get to see a
have consistently fac'ed an actor's body-arms, legs, face,
words being spoken, and often aids sandals and clutching spears, they "well-oiled," major league
discrimination on the job, in the shoulder blades.
in a better understanding of what will be clomping around in cleats,
uction of The Iliad.
school, and in the singles bar.
In 1960, their problems came to, 1
By Kelly Conway
the attention of the Department of ·
Health, Education and Welfare.
Impressed with the success of The
Miracle Worker on Broadway,
HEW approached the play's
director Arthur Penn and actress
Anne Bancroft with the concept of
tile stipulation that if she met any nice-looking guys, ~me
It's too bad the hostages had to come home to the winter.
a theatre of the deaf.
would identify herself as.Kelly Conway and give them my
Not that I wanted them to be held captives for another44
Theatre seemed an ideal way to ·
summer phone number. I still have hope. Finals are good
days or so. Not at all. I thought it was nice that we tied
prove that the deaf are living,
for losing about five pounds; determination -- another five;
breathing, eating people, capable
yellow ribbons 'round the old oak trees. It would have been
of doing anything· but speak.
and an empty bank account is the best guarantee for an
nicer if the trees had leaves on them--grePn. no 1Pss
However, it took tour years, tne
empty stomach. Besides, we both have brown hair and I
Remember
that
color?
new Eugene O'Neill ·Theatre
hear stretch marks burn terribly in the sun.
Let me warn you, I'm griping about winter. But the fact
Foundation, and former
For me, the only salvation for winter~ besides the
that I'm griping is a good sign. I only gripe after a bad
Broadway scenic designer David
holidays, is skiing. Ironically, I happened to hear about the
Hays to get the idea off the ground.
experience, not during. Now that my plumbing has been
Hays, who had previously
hostages' release while on board a tram on Cannon
replaced, I can gripe. Now that the days have the decency to
worked with Arthur Penn, learned
Mountain. It was a sunny, above-ze.ro day when I heard the
last until 5:30, I can gripe.
of the proposal and was
boy next to me,( whose ski bindings were sticking into my
I don't mean for this to sound like a cheap poem, but
immediately captivated by the
ribs) say, 'The hostages just got released." I yelled across
"fle_xible, beautiful and profoundly
things are getting better, especially the weather.
expressive language of the deaf•
the tram to my friends, "Hey,_did you hear? The hostages
But we can't talk about other seasons yet The seasons
. He recognized the O'Neill
are freed!" Everyone else on the tram.couldn't help but hear
that make us seivants to ourfrisbees or tennis rackets. Not
Centre as the perfect home for the
my message, and if it wasn't for the slti mittens, I'm sure
yet
Our
ftjsbees
will
still
crack
from
the
cold,
and they still
project, and in 1967 it all came
we'd all have been applauding;
haven't devised a tennis ball that bounces well on ice. Not
together with the NTD's first
But just as the message was heard by all the skiiers, the
performance; a special on NBC. .
yet
The troupe's members are ·
tram had reached the top of the mountain. We all .
But
it's
a
good
feeling
to
know
that
if
you
walk
outside,
mostly alumni of Washington's
anticipated the frost-bearded mountain worker to open the
icicles won't form on your upper lip from a runny nose.
Gallaudet College, the country's
sliding glass and metal door, but no one came. And then
How embarrassing. I can see it now--the hostages
only college for the deaf. But, as
another minute ·went by and still no one came. People
Hays has made quite clear, it is a
descending from their plane, tears flowing, noses running
completely professional theatre
started wrestling with their skis and resnapping their
and icicles forming on their cheeks and upper lips. No
company, and quite an effective
boots when some impatient, young voice yelled out Let
wonder
there
wasn't
close
media
coverage.
one at that.
us out We'lf'pay anything." The tram rumbled with
In the long run, icicles on your lip aren't that bad. At
"It is not •sympathy' theatre", as
laughter. It was a laughter ofrelief, relief that the worst was
least they melt away seconds after you walk into a warm
Los Angeles Herald Examiner
over and that maybe ·the hostages are lucky to catch the
theatre critic, Gardner McKay,
home. Or, you could simply flick them off with your finger.
said. "It does not require the
end of winter after all. The frost-bearded man finally
Fat is a little harder to get rid 0£
painful cooperation of watching a
opened the doors for us, and I think that was the best ski
I think if I won a raffle ticket for a trip to Florida this
shcool for the blind play baseball."
run I had all day long.
weekE:nd,
I
would
give
it
to
my
105
pound
roommate on
Many feel that the NTD brings a

National .
_D eaf
Theatre

The gripes of winter--a nd the joy

YOUNG

FINE ARTS

GALLERYJ..

.T RANSITION S

56 MARKET STREET,

PORTSMOUTH, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03801 · (603) 436-8773

·1uc11on

The ~edia and Female Attractiveness:
A Yardstick for Self-Image

Friday. February 6 · 7 p.m.
Viewing dai~r. JO a.m. - 5 p.m., and until 6:30 day of auction
Catalog: $6 by mail; $5 at the door.

Pat Fleming, Theater and Communication
Department

JAPAIESE ART AID AITIQUES

Date: February 10, 1981
Time: 12:30 - 2:00
Place: . -Memorial Union Building,_
Sullivan Room
One of a senes of informal workshops and
presentations on Issues of -interest to returning
students.

To11011un1 111
;,::".'I ': ·:=.:s inc l ude : 1" t,1 Cenury C>,;~_
~osewood Chest; a Pair
c- f Fi r.r· 3 color Jade Desk Screens anct Rosewood Stands; · Dragon
Boat; a Pair of Foo (root carved) Dogs; a Six Panel Screen;
PAINTINGS include a fine Hokusai, a Shuko, Sumi-e sketches,
a Shukei, and others. WOODBLOCK PRINTS by Yusai, Fuyo, Tansetsu,
Shokado, Yeizan, Toyokuni, Yoshitora, Hokusai, LARGE SELECTION
OF HIROSHIGES, Bunsei, Toyokuni III, Yosheiku, Kuniyoshi, Kazan
Watanabe, Seitei, Hokkei, Chikanobu, Yoshitoshi, Shuntei,
Seiko, Keinen, A LARGE SELECTION FROM KOGYO'S NOH DRAMA
ILLUSTRATIONS, Barei, Kame Torno.nobu, Shusai, Hanko, Shoson-Koson,
Hiroaki, Rakuznn, Yoshida,, Hasui, Shiro, Kotozuka, and others.
Auctioneer:

Next Auction:

George M. Young, Jr .

An opportunity to meet friends and share common
concerns.
For information contact ·Cynthia Shar 862-2090

NH L;cense # 2020

Fine Prints and Drawings, February 27 . 7 p,m,
American and European Paintings, March 27, 7 p.m,

We are now accepting consignments of fine prints and paintings
for future monthly auctions.

A LUNCIITIM E SERIES
FOR NONTRADI TIONAL
STUDENTS
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Camera Shy

Satire? You ·decide
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By Ned Finkel

By George Newton
The prospects of our country engaging itself into another military
adventure are becoming increasingly evident.
.
The symptoms are the same as in the past; .a recessed economy,
staggering inflation, and aging military goods waiting to be used.
a war mongering, right-wing conservative, big money movie star
turned politician in the White House and ... BINGO!!
My concern probably wouldn't be as high if an FB 11 IA hadn't
crashed in a residential area of PortsmQuth last week, after an hour
in the air testing new engines. Somehow, I think the Friday crash was
tied in to Air Force General David C. Jones, Chairman of the AJoint
Chiefs of Staff, vigorously urging Congress to give top priority to the
construction of a new strategic bomber on Thursday, the day before
the crash.
The defective FB 111 A was probably · destined to land in the ·
Piscataqua River where the second fastest tide in the world would j
have swept it out to sea, but the pilots bailed out too early. Too bad!! .
Now we have to put up with a six month investigation into the crash
of the 16, million dollar aircraft. Can you think of a better excuse to
build the B-1 bomber?
"rhere also seems to be an excess of millitary ads on T.V. My
viewing time is only four or five hours a week maximum, but the
army ads are always there, inviting youngsters to join the service to 1
better their lives while strengthening · the country's defense. '"Be
proud, be a Marine" the ads say. Recruiting wouldn't be all that bad .
tr Keagan naan "t oeen e1ectea rrestaent ana tr tne army recrumng
office hadn't taken building space in my hometown, where the best
pizza place used to be. .
•
·
Of course, the military's rental of buildings for recruiting stations .
gives a booster shot to our ailing ecomony, plagued with its high
interest rates, declining auto trade and inflation.
Face it. We're ready for war. We need it to revive the economy.
In preparation, the yehicle transoportation industry could be
building tanks instead of Monte Carlos, bombers intead of jumbo
· jets, and bullets inst~d of steel-belted readials. Crank that war 1
' machine. Utilize those computers.
.
A couple of weeks aga, the Air Force blessed us with the news that ,
they are experimenting with lasers mounted on KC-135 fuel tankers.
This makes firepower mobile instead of stationary.
"Put the phasers on stun Mr. Chekov."
"Right, Captian Kirk."
I don't know if it will help me any, but I found an Air Force issued
gas mask at ·my house a couple of days ago. If I use it with my old
man's .22 caliber rifle (with a broken wood stock) maybe I could set
up some local defense. Should that fail, maybe I could market antiradiation suits or rubber body bags.
When we embark on the next war excursion, the U.S. has a
. number of options on where to confront the Big Bear, Poland,
· Afghanistan, El Salvador, Iran. Maybe a trip to the Andes at the
price of Ecuador and Peru. Of course going back to Vietnam would .
be cheaper. We already ha:ve existing military facilities there.
Yup. It seems like the U.S. military machine is "deep in" and
committed to a new war effort.
Don't forget the re-enacted draft registration and the neutron
bomb.
. Jellybeans anyone?

r. THE UNH -GREEK COUNCIL
PRESENTS

Celeblity Series

A NIGHT OF SIN
®~@[ill

fi®

University of New Hampshire

~~

(!)~~

The Greek NiUhl DI Sin
To Benefit charitum

THE NATIONAL THEATR
OF THE DEAF
explains

THE ILIAD,
Play by Play
· Fro111 ·t1ie Trojan 'f>attrefielcno 't1iP. · · ·· ..
Suµerbowl gr1d1ron · a co1111c,
cosmic dramatization of the world's
greatest adventure story .

Wed., Thurs,
Feb. 11 & 12
at 8 p.m.
Little Theatre
of the Deaf
children's performance
10:30 a.m. Thurs., Feb. 12
Children $2; Adults $3
No group rates
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with Thanks to THE Alcohol Advisory Council.
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Senior Citizens & UNH Students $6.50 in advance
General $8.50
Memorial Union Ticket Office Mon.-Fri., 10a.m.-4p,m:
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From Above

By Henri Barber

ATTENTION PHOTOGRAPHERS:
THE STUDENT PRESS now offers
you the chance to display your
photographs in UNH's very own
Photography Journal. A total of
4,000 copies of our premier
· issue will appear this April. So
get your cameras clicking and
_

submit your photos to:
Photo Journal
Student Press
MUB Rm. 153

SUBMISSION DEADLINE: March 16, 1981

Please include nanie campus address,
and phone number.

Student Press
A

Aegis

PUBLISHING
..,

Catalyst

*

ORGANIZATION

Commentary

*

Special Proiects
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AMERICA'S LEADING MAGICIAN AND lLLUSIONIST

MUB

ANDRlfKOLE

continued .from pa2e two

. space for the aqiount of interested
people," says Cleveland.
The mini-courses are open to
any University student, with forty
percent of the enrollment reserved
for the Division of Continuing
Education students (D.C.E.), and
faculty members.
The Mini-courses program
particularly prides itself on the fact
that it is a self-sustaining program.
There is a course charge from
twelve to fifteen dollars, but the
program receives no profit.
"Three quarters of the course fee
goes

to

the

in:itruotor,

"THE SEXIEST MOVIE OF THE YEAR.
'LOULOU' is a sensitive, absorbing, intelligent and
-Bernard Drew, Gannett News Service
exciting movie."

"A MASTERPIECE OF SUBTLETY AND EROTICISM.
Gerard Depardieu and Isabelle Huppert just happen to
be the sexiest couple in the history of the cinema.
Don't miss 'LOULOU!'"
-:-Andrew Sarris, Village Voice

ISABELLE

e1nd

whatever is left over goes to
publicity. There is really no profit.
The program generates itself."
Cleveland reports that he does not
see the course fee rising in the
future.
Although the mini-courses
program has been flourishing, there·
are some problems. "A big
problem with this program is that
students sometimes stop going to a
course, when their • regular
academic courses begin to get
tough," Cleveland said. Even with
this problem the MU B minicourses program has helped many
students, faculty members, and
community people to develop
hobbies, interests, and even
experience in new areas.
Although no college credit is.
awarded, many students feel that it
actually helps them with their
other studies by giving them a
relaxing alternative to the
academic side of life.

GERARD

HUPPERT

D~PARDIEU

loulou
a film by

8:00 p.m. - Wed., Feb. 11, 1981
GRANITE STATE ROOM - MUS
TICKETS AT TICKET BOOTH - MUS
STUDENTS: Door $4.00, Advanced Groups $3.00

DISCOUNT
PRICES

~
DIAL

436-5710

INTOWN PORTSMOUTH

FRI. & SAT.

$1,25-FAMILY 2.50
SUN.-THURS. '

.2
IIITS

90--FAMILY 1:80
N-0-W
I .Eves at 6:45--.Eves at 9:00
. I Also
I Also
I S&S Mat at 1:00-- I S&S Mat 3:00

Sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ.

A

v

For All the Sports
ca/12-1920

MAURICE PIALAT

E. M . LOEWS

PAUL
NEWMAN
JACQUELINE

BISSET

GILDA RADNER
BODNEWHAR.T
MA~INE KA~~)'

FIRST o1<f

,

WhenTimeRanOut FAMILYr!I

m

[ffi] .

tr

T-he Riverside Club

New Wave

NEWWAV

Reggae

Reggae

Old Rock

Old Rock

Motown

Motown

Dancing at the

RIVERSIDE CLUB
68 Market Street, Portsmouth 431-2689

]Jruce Pingree of UNH Radio:
"one night ·at the Riverside Club and the
Franklin will be your fav.orite movie house."

-Members & Guests Only-
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by Craig White

State

Feb. 14 is
Valentines

Day.

Let someone
special know

by

Dinsdale

you care.

Joe Kandra·

The
New
Hampshire .
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Drop by
Shoe

by Jeff MacNelly

Room 108 ·
in the MUB
before_
Wed.
Feb. 11, 2 PM

Shoe

Sooner if possible,
please
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CLASSIF'IED
Apannnb fur Rem

I[t]

WIDOW. SECRETARY UNH SEEKING
QUIET PRIVATE STUDIO OR ONE
BEDROOM WITH KITCHEN . EXCELLENT
TENANT - GOOD CARETAKER $200.
REFERENCES PROVIDED IF NEEDED ..
DAYTIME 862-2167. EVENINGS AND
WEEKENDS 742-8909. ASK FOR JO
2/10
2 Bedroom apt. Charles St., Dover
$250/month plus electric and
economical gas heat. Parking, storage,
Kari Van, available for semester. Call Tom
or Betsi 868- 7382. 2/6
Large room in quiet home, Littlehole Rd.,
Durham. Washer & Dryer, limited kitchen
privilages, walking distance. Non smoker,
no pets or parking. $525/semester. Call
Tom or Betsi 868- 7382. 2/6

pr.ogram specialists in its summer
Canoeists. Add excitement this spring
program. Activities include hiking,
with a decked bo_at. Slalom-style C-I.- ,
sailing, swimming, canoeing, athletics,
Paddleable, $60 as IS . Call 868-2686 2/6
crafts, dramatics. Also openings for
For Sale: full size gas range, continuous
nurses (RN). For application contact Lloyd
clean oven, excellent condition. S125·
Griffith, State YMCA, 6 St. James Ave,
fiber glass bath tub, white, R.H., excellent
Boston MA02116. 1617/426-8802). 2/6
condition $50; Corner cabinets, under · Boys Gymnastic instructor needed to help
.
excellent
shel-.
counter, rotating
coach Boys Team at New England Sports
quality and condition $25 t. ,h . 2/6
Academy, Madbury. Must be able to work
evenings. Call 742-9000. 2/27
CAMERAS for sale: Minolta XD- 11,
Minolta XG-9, Pentax ME; all with normal
e__._J...- ____. Rlplln
lenses. 135 mm f/3.5 lenses for Minolta
attu
~
and Pentax. 85 mm f/1 .7 lense for
Minolta . All new - never used. Call Dave
Rm. 216. 862-1909 or 868-9684. Prices
Ski Tuning: Complete service, Pick up and
much lower than anywhere around!!
delivery if needed, reasonable. Also 1 pr.
2/10
Caber Equipe Bios size 8 1/2 for S8fi Ax
Sansui Receiver: 120 watts/ch . $450.00.
Typing done in my home; I B M Selectric
One pair Kenwood Speakers: S125.00.
typewriter Tel : 742-4704 4/3
Call 868-5372 after 7:00 p.m . Ask for
Jerry. 2/20·
You only have the rest of your life to do the
FOR SALE - Warm morning gas heater,
things you want. Why not learn guitar
made by Locke Stove Co. For Natural gas
from a talented performer? Call 659-6182
installation (could be converted to L.P.G .)
for information. 2/6
15,000-50,000 BTU - Complete with Flue
TYPING - Retired secretary. Experienced·
Connection - $350.00 - Like new. Call
in all tvoes of term oanerc; ProficiPnt in
dflt:" 0,00 - 74.2- 6593 .2/6
spelling, grammar, punctuation, etc. ·
COMPUTER TERMINAL (CRT) FOR SALE
Reasonable rates . Prompt service .
Hazeltine 1400 - Used-on DEC10 by
Located walking distance to UNH. Call
telephone. $400.00 Call 749-1344 211·3
Anita, 1368-7078. 20 Park Court, Durham
3/6
Are you looking for a ride to California
Feb. 7? Contact: Carol Richards 068- ·
'
9725. 862-1598 2 / 6
Lost-Pair of glasses in black case. They
were lost Friday afternoon near Alexander Hall. Reward offered. 2-1617 A-Hall
A_u_to_s
Jerr~. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I

Rooms available in large house. 9
bedrooms, 6 baths, large kitchen, T.V.
room, Living Room, Bar, Plant ·room,
storage space, 0In1ng room . Also a stuay
& Guest bedroom. Many advantages
including laundry equipment off-street
parking, K-Van stop in front of house, etc.
Everything's negotiable, Reasonable rent.
2/6
2 Bedroom Apt. in Durham available for
sublet NOW! S300 month - must pay all
utilities. No pets; Kitchen, Bath. CABLE
TV Call Susan 868-1290
M/F wanted for own room in 2 bdrm
duplex. Completely furnished
woodstove/washer-dryer. 1 mile from
FOUND-several 8-track tapes by Oyster
UNH. Call Sandy 862-2411, 868-2118
River School. Please call and identify. 2 / 4
nites. 2/ 17
· LOST OR STOLEN - Burgundy leather
ROOMATE NEEDED IMMEDIATELY - to wallet. Gold Clasp. Contains important
share 1 Bedroom apt. in Durham. papers etc. Valuable to owner. High ·
Bedroom large, much closet space. sentimental value . Please call 664-2534
Kitchen, Large Living rm. S130.00 Sec.
evenings. 2/6
Deposit, $130.00/month rent, heat &
water included. Male Preferred. Call Kurt · "LO.ST" Someone has made a mistake.
_.at 868-5673, or see 7 Dennison Rd. Apt. You took the wrong Brown leather flight
Jacket. Please return it to "Nicks" thats
N-7. 2/6
where you took it from . By the way, I have
For rent-one or two in a apt . own room. yours. 2/6
S130/month & electricity. Pets, smoke,
close to KVan in Newmarket. Ask for
LOST: A pair of eyeglasses in a grey fabric
John. 659-6273 2/6
case - somewhere around MUB P) on
Apartment to share--120 mo. includes
Tuesday. Call Linda rm 207, 2-1603.
gas stove, gas heat, and hot water.
LOST BOO~ - C.L. Sheridan, METHODS
Located in Lee, N.H. 2 miles from
IN EXPERll'vlENTAL PSYCHOLOGY. Text
Campus. Available now. Call 868-5936.
lost in Snively Arena . Tuesday 1 / 27, at
2/ 6
UMO/ UNH hockey game, or on an
evening Kari-van run . Please call 868Apartment for rent. one bedroom
9884 or 2-2401 ; ask for Brenda. 2/ 13
furnished / unfurnished, year round ot ".'
seasonal. 603 Ocean Blvd . Hampton
Beach . 245/ month . Utilities included.
Help Wanted
Contact Tom Hofmann 926- 7330 2/13

l'----"L--ost_anctF~ound---1

I

I Misullaneous 11••1
Birthday Cakes! or any occasion. Send a
message on a Valentine Cake to someone
special. All cakes made to order. Call 8685146. 2/6
Mother of 2 year old in the Garrison
School area of Dover will provide full or
part time day care weekdays. No eve's or
weekends. I have been trained in Family
Daycare work & I have experience. Hot
~ · large yard . 742-2435 2/ 17
SPRING BREAK '81 in BERMUDA!! Enjoy
a week of sunshine. fun on the beach and
lots of Partying. Don 't miss Bermuda this
spring Break, Experience says it's the
place to be!! Starting as low as $249,
including everything from accomadations
to Partying!! Call now and put down a
deposit. David at 862-1653, or stop by

f

m

19

~t::• 2/17lr~

Economics textbooks and recent Journal
articles. Elementary texts and graduate
level Micro/ Macro, state and local.
zoning, etc. Articles on Micro/ Macro, and
batches on specific topics. Useful for
· essay exams, papers. Call 659 -6180
Eves/ Weekends. for specific titles . 2 / 13
For sale : Large desk with drawers.
formica top, refinished, $75 or best offer;
maple rocking chair, $40 or best offer.
Call 742-0113 2/ 10
Cassette Deck - TEAC A-109 Very good
condition, 1 yr . old. Flouroscan meters,
Dolby, set up for TDK tapes. Asking $200,
will dicker. Ask for Andy 868-9761 22171 2/10
Kennwood Stereo System Must sell
moving Belt Driven Turntable KO- 1033 AM / FM stereo receiver KS-4000R Twoway Powerful speaker. System LSK200
Great Deal will let go for $300 or best
offer up Doug 868-5381 2/10
Sony Receiver: 20 Watts/ch and one pair
pioneer speakers: Sl 25.00 Call 8621616, Ask for Kevin, rm. 126 2/ 6
FOR SALE : Bic Venturi Speakers
(Formula 6), Technics Turntable (Belt
Drive SL-23), Pioneer Tape Deck (20/20).
Price Negotiable. Will sell as a Package or
individually. Call 659-6244 2/ 10
SURGEONS' HOSPITAL SCRUB-SUIT
TOPS. Authentic new green reversible
wash-dry cotton polyester. Specify small,
medium or large. Send address, $9.95
(includes postage and handling) to :
Medical HomeCare Services, P.O. Box
5204, Manchester, N.H. 03108. Allow 36 weeks delivery time. 3/ 10
Need a new stereo ·system?? Cheapest
prices in the nation can be found in Rm.
19 Congreve Hall. I carry all major brands
1nd will beat any __price. Call now 862165~. 868-9ab3. or stop by an<i ask for
Dave. 216
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SUMMER JOBS - Chambermaids wanted
for hotel in Ogunquit, Maine . Salary, tips,
and room provided. Write or tel. Mrs.
Blake, Box 555, York Harbor, Maine. Tel.
1-207-363-6566, 2/10
Positions available for preschool;
beginner; Class I, Class II & Class Ill
Gymnastic instructors. Send resumes to
New Hampshire Academy of Artistic
Gymnastics, 67 Winnicutt Road, North
Hampton '. N.H. 03862 2/13
HELP WANTED--work-study student to
assist in the New England Center's Rapid
Copy Center 10 or more hours per week.
this semester and full-time through the
summer. Job includes training in offset
printing. No typing or experience
necessary. Call Janet Doty at 862-1900.
2/ 10
JOBS IN ALASKA? Summer/ year-round.
High pay; $800-2000 monthly! All fields Parks, Fisheries, Oil Industry and more!
1981 Employer listings, information
guide. $4. Alasco, Box 9337, San Jose,
CA 95157 2/ 6
RHYTHM GUITARIST - Looking for a
talented experienced guitarist to fill in the
holes for an on campus rock band. Must
be a musician every sense of the word. If
you want to work with talented people,
Call Stan at 868-9827 or 2- 1582. 2/ 6
MANAGER'S ASST. - Hotel on coast of
Southern Main (Ogunquit) needs
versatile person to assist with
reservations, gardening, housekeeping,
guest services. Salary plus room . May to
Oct. Write:. Box 697, Ogunquit, Me.
03907 2/10
OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer / year round.
Europe, S. Amer., Australia . All fields.
$500-$1200 monthly. Sightseeing . Free
info,. Write IJC Box 52-NHl Corona Del
Mar. CA . 92625 3/3
; SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS .
Overnight camp for girls in New York
State's Adirondack Mountains has
openings for counselor-instructors in
tennis, waterfront (WSI, sailing, skiing,
small crafts), gymnastics, arts/crafts,
pioneering, music (piano), photography,
drama, general counselors. Information
available in Placement Office or write:
Andrew Rosen, Director, Point O'Pines
Camp, 221 Harvard Ave., Swathmore, PA
·19081 2/20.
CAMP COUNSELOR OPENINGS: CAMP
BECKET - Boys·s camp in the mountains
of western Massachusetts - has openings
for college students, teachers and
coaches to serve as cabin counselors and
program specialists in its summer
prowam . Acti_v ities include hiking,
sailing , SIJl.'.Imming, canoeing, athletics,
crafts, dramatics. Also openings for
nurses (RN). For application contact Lloyd
Griffith, State YMCA, 6 St. James Ave .,
Boston _MA 02116 1617) 42fi-RR071
CAMP COUNSELOR OPENINGS: CAMP
BECKET - boys camp in the mountains of
Western MasS8'Chusetts - has oper'iings
for college students, teachers and
coaches to serve as cabin counselors and

I__

f_or_Sa_ie_~ll ~ ]

67 FORD Custom 500 Engine 289.
Dependable transportation, good on gas.
S400 or B.O. See April in PCAC Rm. 314
or call Hampton 926-6804 2/17
1972 J~·per Beetle, Engine, glass. body,
all very good. Needs new frame. S450 or
Best Offer 664- 7651 Keep trying. 2/6

_Pers_onal•--.Jlli
Tracey O'brien - Here's your second
personal - iou're the best litte sis! Even
though yol!i)et drunk and attempt to goto
Hampton in a Nuclear exploding Wega'!
Love, Deb 2/6
Gifts - Campus Goldfish delivers, Campus
seven pound can of chocolate pudding
delivery. Do you need a refrigerator? Buy a
used one -for a little more than it costs to
rent one for one year from the university.
Remember for fish, pudding and
refrigerators call Dorison's snacks - Joe
868-1827. 2/6
Dearest Larry McGrath, Sports Editor:
Thanks so much for my personal last
week. I heard you've been having a hard
time keeping your little buns on because
of freezing and working them off. Please
try to keep them on - a bun-less prep is
boringlll 2/6
Michael Douglas of "San Francisco"
fame is at the movies at Durham's finest:
The FRANKLIN BALLROOM, playing the
lead role in IT'S MY TURN . For the
tremendous price of S1.00 you can see
Douglas in IT'S MY TURN on Sunday or
Monday at the FRANKLIN BALLROOM.
Open to all ages, two shows nightly: 7:30 ·
& 9 :30 Tel. 868-5164 2/6
Hey Sexy i's, Happy twentieth. Wish I was
around for the festivities. Hope that you
liked the weeds. 2/6
For a VERY SPECIAL VALENTINE DAY
GIFT! Have the "NEW HAMPSHIRE
GENTLEMEN" serenade your sweetie - 3
crooning ballads and a carnation . $10 on
campus, $ 1 5 off. Friday Feb 13 and Sat.
Feb 14 - to schedule, call Charlie 8689751 or 2-1757 2/13
T~IDANCE-A-THON Dancers: the ti~~
of your lives is just a few hours away. Get
psyched to dance the hours away. We
love you with all our kidneyl 1981 DanceA-Thon staff. 2/6
Delta Zeta RAFFLE! It's your chance to
win some great prizes! First place - $75
Gift Certificate for LL. BEAN! Second
Prize - S50 Gift Certificate for
GALLAGHERS SPORT CENTER! Third
Prize - $25 Dollar Certificate toward
DINNER FOR TWO AT THE NEW
ENGLAND CENTER! Tickets are only Sl
and can be purchased from any sister or at
the House! Don't miss this! 2/10

·suE C - Happy Birthday - you're a very
BOOMER, FLASH, BU'WHEAT, PETAH,
special person. Love, Peter.
TODD, AND THE KKK FROM LITTLETON Thanks for the ski weekend-the laughs-• The Hb is coming! The Hb is coming! And
we don't mean hemoglobin! by order of
the banana daquiries, G&T's(Don'tforget
the lime) You made No. 20 special. Love
the CCAP
ya'sl Your blindfolded hostage. 2/6
To my mysterious Stu-baby: Who the hell
HOWIE "TEX": The man of my dreams.
are you? Call again and leave your
·number - you're driving me wild
Seducer of little girls, proprieter of AMboogie, Hows about .a little kissy face
with ... anticipationl Julie.
sometime. Your little Tex Critter
Dear Derek, Mick, Phil, Skip, Steepy,
John, Gray and Mr. Prep. We really liked
The Famous upper 7 will howl! LR.
good stuff, butt some things just had
the
Crush, Sick Puppy. Wilbur wears clothes
to go! We know you put ~ lot of work into
although he's bear. Durham water is
it, and we really appreciate it . Tell Gray
Bogus, Who ever heard of a dancing
that "the Big W" hit "the jackpot with
kidney?! Rock Lobster should be stoned.
Olivia. To our preppy politician pal: Have
Don't be so damned selfish! Women,
Can't live with'm, can't live without'm . All ✓- you been groping in the pool lately? Two
. beautiful women want John's body - on a
this for only $11! 2/6
SLAB! Love, Two Clones who are
To the women of 3C - We hear you are
Protecting their rooms. 2/6
pretty wild together at parties. Hope to see
To the Sackett House Resident who won
vou at some more parties especially those
the New York Marathon. Congratulati'onsl
nurses. ,2/6
time the Olympic gold! your beloved
Next
Brian - Happy Birthday! Newick's was
dream counselors. 2/6
;ireat - we did go, didn't we? Hope these
Hey Dance-A-Thon Dancers! Plan to
Nords aren't blurring at Scorp'sl We love
arrive at the Granite State Room between
ya! Linda and Gerri. 2/6
C:.·00-5· 15 o m You should be reaistered
thank
to
CXrRCOC vvanto
00 ' ~
5:45 p.m. Good luck from the 1981
by
. Williamson Rooms 437, 438,439 and
Staff. 2/6
Dance-A-Thon
McLaughlin Rooms 112, 116 for being so
good to us in January. To show our
A reminder! The FRANKLIN BALLROOM
appreciation we'd like to send each of
presents new wave and rock tonight and
those 2 groups a free pizza. Call 868-2499
tomorrow (Friday and Saturday)for the 20
and over ages. Come on down to the
for details. 2/6
FRANKLIN early for a choice seat near the
BERMUDA - THERE IS STILL A FEW
dance floor. See you there I Where? At the
WEEKS TO PLAN FOR SPRING BREAK.
FRANKLIN BALLROOM with the hottest
We've. got the best deal anyone can offer
DJ in town! 2/6
you . Includes Airfare, accomodations, taxi
to and from airport, free admission to
SAY IT WITH FLOWERS. Send your
beach parties. discos, unending
valentine a message attached to a
entertainment. For information contact
carnation. Tell that person you want their
· body or that you love them just the way
Barb or Patti 2-1663 or 868-9828
they are. Order them at Huddleston or
AED members: We need your help as
Stillings Feb. 3-6 2/6
volunteers at the Blood Drive; also, come
to our fieldtrip to New England Medical
Scottie - Hope you had a fun "play"
Center in March. Come to Feb. 10
birthday! Here's to a hundred and thirty
meeting for details. 2/10
more! Can't wait to twinkle your ears!
Love you tons, lots, for, awhile, ever.
AED meeting - Tues. Feb. 10 at 12:30 in
Annie and Me 2/6
the Alumni Room of N.H. Hall. Plans for
upcoming activities discussed: Red Cross
Bob & Terry - Thanks for a fun weekend.
Blood Drive, fieldtrip to N.E. Medical
Good luck in the Dance-a-Thon. Fran &
Center. PLEASE COME! 2/10
~ancy. 2/6
In the memory of Susie Urban, we who
Fran. Steve, Brenda, Mark & Sue - Get
loved and knew her would like to make
psyched for the Dance-A-Thon!
some contribution in her name. For all
1... 2 ... 3 ... scream! Nancy 2/6
who would like to participate or have
Shawna - Happy Birthday, Sweetie!
ideas please contact Mandy (868-5241)
You've reached the Big One, so let's go
or Bob (742 -8245) 2/10
wild . Last semester was just practice - it
Dear Doug and Dana - now that the mule
only we could remember what happened.
is gone Doug will turn into the honeycup Let's ask Slim - she ' ll know. GG, PM, of
give her your football jacket. 2/6
course, but rolling around looking under
doors, move over you guys, Tailgating
Anne, Gia, Judy, Lou, Mike, Howie, Stuey,
Party and double zippers? It's foggy. I think
Sue C. Sue 8 . Amy, Jean, Leslie, Denise.
he's a cop, it's 5 AM and I don't wanttogo
and the rest o( the 1981 D-A-T staff.
home 'cuz no one gets out of there alive.
Without a doubt, you guys are the bestest.
100 million favorite songs--in the whole
GO WILD!! 2/6
wide world. Hope 1981 is the best ever Rolling Stones - Its the 7th Annual MUB
you deserve it . Love, the other
Pub Club Rolling Stones night. Vote for
Baloonhead and Hane. 2/6
your favorite Stones songs and win
GOING TO CALIFORNIA? 50% airline
concert or sports tickets of your choice .
:liscount coupons. Good· on Eastern,
Rolling Stones Night - This Sunday
United, American, T.W.A. thru June 10.
February 8th at the MUB PUB CLUB . A
Call 436-5863 evenings. Keep trying.
Rick Bean Production. 2/6
2/17
MEN!--WOMEN!! JOBS ON SHIPS!
To the new member of 36 Young
American . Foreign. No experience
Drive ... No, not you pudgy ... Hope You"re
required. Excellent pay. Worldwide travel.
and all settled in, because if you
happy
Summer job or career. Send $3.00 for
think it's a "little crazy" here now - you
information. SEAFAX, Dept. E-8 Box
ain't seen nuthin' yet! Just kidding - I
2049, Port Angeles, Washington 98362
think ...
3 / 31
Dear Donna, Although I bothered you
GAY COFFEEHOUSE We are having an
with my loud farts. you are a woman with
informal coffeehouse open to all men and
a wonderful heart. Thanks for believi
women, gay or straight. Its a chance to
my time was near ... Now go out and have
meet and talk with others, play games, or
on me a beer!! Love Frieda 2/6
listen to music in a relaxed environment.
Philip and Celeste - Do it with all your
Bring guitars, backgammon, munchies, or
kidney (or your tap shoes, Phil)! Good luck
soft drinks if you like and just feel
in thA 0-A-T from Randall 3rd. 2/6
comfortable being yourself. Drop in for a
Hey Buckwheat. "LA LOCURA EN LOS
few minutes or a few hours. This Friday
GRAN HOMBRES NO SE PUEDE
February 6, 8 :00 - 10:00 PM, Philip Hale
.GNORAR" Yo espero para ud. XOXOXO
Room, Paul Creative Arts Center.
216
Sponsored by Campus Gay Awareness.
2/ 6
fired after a hectic week-end? Come rel a>
:o a $1 .00 Sunday or Monday movie at the
Sail Around the world with SEMESTER
FRANKLIN BALLROOM. Now playing,
AT SEA - a unique academic program
IT'S MY TURN, with Michael Douglas.
sponsored by the University of Pittsburgh.
Open to all ages and for just one dollar
Available to students from acredited
admission. Two showings nightly: 7 :30 &
colleges and universities. for catalog call
9:30. So come on down and relax at the
toll free: (800) 854-0195 2/6
BALLROOM. It's your turn to
FRANKLIN
to my two preppy menas-we went trom
_ _ _ _ __
early morning raids. to i:iettino tr;ishAd. see IT'S MY TURN! 2/6
fun Kari-van rides, strange escorts home, To my flourescent walk-jogger: truth does
and now you expect us- to go to Florida not do so much good in the world as its'
together??? Here's to more crazy times. appearances do evil. Few People know
Love ya lots!!!
how to be old; and wisdom comes bv
suffering . Thanks for everything, your
time; Love, trust .. .and computer number.
How's that Buddy?

Feb. 14
is
Valentines
Day.
Let
someone
special
know
you care

The
New
Hampshire
Valentine
Greetings
Page.

Drop by
Rm.108

Before Wed.
· Feb. 11, 2 PM
Sooner if
possible
please _
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Swiinnrlng

WINTE-R
CLEARANCE
HUGE SELECTION OF GREAT ARTISTS

continued from page 27
(50 free 1st, 100 free 1st), Kirk
Hutchinson (1000 free 1st), and
Samuel Sokolosky (200 free 1st,
500 free 2nd).
Bowdoin's 400 medley relay
finished just ahead of the top
Wildcat team of Growney, Stuart,
Steve Warren, and tlerczeg (2nd),
and third place finishers Jim
Gargan, Greig Cronauer, Craig
Floch, and Pete De Vries. Both
Gargan and DeVries recently
shaved several seconds off their
100 freestyie legs of relays.
Gargan's drop came last weekend
against UVM while DeVries
knocked off an impressive 2 1/ 2
seconds of his own Wednesday.
"We practiced Wednesday
mo_rning so we didn't expect ~here

to be as many good times as there
were against Bowdoin," said
Growney, currently the only
Wildcat backstroker.
"Bowdoin and UNH have
always had a good relationship as
far as dual meets are concerned.
The coaches matched up
swimmers in some events not only
to keep the meet close but to pull
out some good times," explained
co-captain Steve Ferranti.
The wildcats conclude their
homes season this weekend with
meets against UConn today (4:00
p.m.) and University of Southern
Connecticut tomorrow at 2:00
p.m.
"I'll just be glad if everyone
survives this last week of double
session practices which may be
particularly difficult on top of
these two meets," concluded head
coach Frank Helies.

RECORDS • TAPES • CASSETTES
Included

.•
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In This
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Are Such Famous
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ALSO A LARGE SELECTION OF RECORDS & TAPE CASES,
BLANK TAPES & CASSETTES. HEADPHONES AND MUCH MORE.
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Icewomen resting on ·laurels? Come now
The other day someone t.old me that he hoped
the UNH women's ice hockey team would lose
when it played against Providence College
t.onight. His remark seemed innocent enough
but after hearing what the reasons were behind
such a statement it occurred t.o me that his
feelings are probably being shared all over this
campus and unjustly at that
So what were his reasons? There was only
one. He feels that the team is "big headed"
concerning its ''winning streak" and that a loss
would "bring them down t.o earth" so to speak.
Well as a matter of fact, the UNH women's
hockey team has lost a game. News t.o you?
Granted, it wasn't a collegiate contest; rather, it
was against an amateur club from
Massachussets (Massport Jets 7-6). But hell, a
loss is a loss and obviously, once they felt what it
was like, the players simply decided they would
do their bestto see that it wouldn't happen again.
And it hasn't.
Pai.t of th~ problem ie the a.buoc the Wildcat

hockey squad has received from the press. Sure,
they get headlines in most every area paper on a
regular basis, but all that's focussed on is ''THE
WINNING STREAK." And for that matter, it's
"THE WINNING STREAK" that's been
misinterpreted all along the way.
The UNH women's hockey team is undefeated
in COLLEGIATE play with a record of 61
COLLEGIATE wins, no COLLEGIATE losses,
. and one COLLEGIATE tie since its birth three
and a half seasons ago. The press leaves out that
all important word constantly and their neglect
only serves tomisleadeveryperson thathappens
t.o read their articles. My point is that perhaps if
our campus knew that this ~am has felt what it's
like to lose, their stereotypic attitudes might
change. In fact, their attitudes may become
supportive ones. Does this team have t.o lose a
collegiate match before anyone believes they're
for real?
My coverage of this team (for The New
Hampshire) began last semester when I went t.o
talk t.o Coach Russ McCurdy at one of the

pract:ce sessions. I'd never seen women shockey
before and surely didn't expect t.o see what I did.
Women's hockey? Oh yeah ...you slap a puck
arounp; nothing fancy. Surely you know girls
can't skate. They dpn't have the ankles for it
What? Speed? What do you mean they can skate
fast and pass at the same time? No .. .I can't buy
that.. Drop passes, flat passes, diagonal passes,
fakes, and dodges??? Yeah, I'll believe it when I
see it Why no, I haven't seen a REAL game. Oh I
don't know .. Just figured it'd be boring. Wh~t was
that? Forechecking, blocked shots; they can
skate backwards?! Helmets? What do they need
those for-don't tell me it's actually rough. No
kidding.......
I must admit I didn't expect to see the caliber
of play I did that first night There was speed,
there was accurate passing, and there were fakes
and dodges. I was truly impressed. The only
"real" item missing was the extensive use of
checking opponents int.o the "l?oards" which we
so often see in men's hockey. There's a limited
amount of this, if any at all, in women's ice
hockey.
Not convinced? Well how about kicking a few
of these around. The UNH women's hockey team
isn't made up of a bunch of old high school field
hockey players who just happen to be good with a
stick. On the contrary. These athletes are
experienced hockey players with an average ofat
least three years behind them. This isn't a team
full ofwalk-ons who used t.o play on frozen-over
ponds with their brothers. Most all of the team
members have played with high school squads
or with amateur leagues.
Does anyone care that the Wildcats have outscored their opponenets 72 t.o 19 in its 10 wins
( no losses) this season, which means boys and
girls that this team has both offensive and
defensive depth. Does any one ofyou care that all
three goaltenders can stop one-on-one
breakaways, can make glove saves, stick saves,
can read through a screen, and all have goalsagainst aver;1ge below 2.5? · Do any of you also ·reaiize that this team has

been behind in a contest ( this season vs.
Concordia University at Montreal's John Abbott
Tournament) and pulled out in front t.o win? Just
the other night, Cortland State University tied up
the game in the first period t.o make it one of the
closest, most exciting games that's been played
at Snively all semester. No, this team doesn't
panic. They're not riding high on some ''winning
streak." They're dedicated athletes that play a
good brand of ice hockey and it's about time they
were recognized for it That tie score against
Cortland State held fast until the very end of the
second period when defenseman Cheryl Calder
hit one home. And you know what? She was
unassisted and UNH was shorthanded at the
time. Cheryl Calder didn't score that goal on
some pot luck shot; she used something we call
skill. Five of her teammates scored goals of their
own in the remaining minutes of the game and
they all did it the same way. Skill in women's ice
hockey. It will take some getting used t.o but it's
about time everyone tried.
This is a good team, an enthusiastic team a
.sportsman-like team, and by God, it's one of the
few winning UNH teams there is right now.
· Don't they deserve our support? At the home
contests in Snively Arena the stands contain
mostly friends, roommates, relatives ( God bless
those parents), some staff ( mostly from the Phys.
Ed. Dept.), and some students ( mostly Phys. Ed.
Majors). I know. I've been at every home game
there's been. Why is everyone so timid t.o go t.o a
women's hockey game?
.
Why does everyone around here so readily
attend men's hockey games where sure, there's a
lot of aggressiveness but is there a consistent
combination of both good hockey and winning?
( no offense guys ) ... Let's face it, we all like t.o see a
win now and then. We're talking about women's
ice hockey. We're talking about REAL hockey.
As a matter of fact, you can even catch a brawl
now and then which, unfortunately, is what
partially makes hockey the popular sport it is
today.
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ARE-YOU INTERESTED IN JOINING
A STUDENT ORGANIZATION NEXT YEAR?
The UNH Student Press is a student-funded publishing organization providing
UNH with a variety of magazines, such as Catalyst, our general interest
magazine and I st place award winner of the 1980 Columbia University Press
·Association Contest. We publish the poetry and fiction journal, Aegis, as well
as many other specialized publications.
The following paid positions are opei:i for applic':1,tions:

* Director
* Business Manager
* Catalyst Editor
* Aegis Editor
* Aegis Assistant Editor

* Production Manager
* Assistant Production Manager
* Photo Editor
* Advertising Manager

Pick up applications in Room 153 of the MUB
Deadline: February 18, 1981
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Ken Herbert: giving back what you get·
The x-rays did not show a bpne
By Bill Nader
It was toward the end of the tumor. But a bone scan, conducted
1978-79 UNH basketball season by a specialist in Boston, did. The
when Ken Herbert noticed a lump tumor was on the tibia, a bone
on the lower half of his right leg. located between the knee and
He thought nothing of it at the ankle, and a bone graft later
revealed that the tumor was
time.
The season ended harmlessly benign.
"I had an operation around
enough with Herbert, then a
junior, averaging 11. l points and Thanksgiving," Herbert said. His
5.3 rebounds per game: After senior year as a basketball player
struggling through his first two was now an impossibility, but
years, Herbert had arrived as a despite the inconvenience of
wearing a cast from the end of
basketball player.
It didn't come easy for the 6- November until the middle of
foot-5 forward. He jokes abo\,\t March, Ken Herbert, the history
how scrawny he was during his major, graduated on time.
He is very proud of that: He is
freshman year, but finds no humor
in his sophomore year. It was in the first member of his family to
that year that Herbert shot only 32 earn a college degree. When
percent from the floor and 42 Herbert was a high school senior
trying to decide between UNH,
percent from the line.
Faced with a lack of strength, a Canisius, Mt. St. Mary's and
lack of shooting abililty, and a Philadelphia Textile, the advice of
g1 uwiug lal-1'.. uf l.U11fiuc:11u::, formor UNH buoketbull coach
Herbert prepared for his junior Dwight Peters convinced Herbert
year by concentrating on that UNH was the correct choice.
"He told me, you're not going to
increasing his strength. The
be a pro, so you might as well get
strategy worked.
Herbert became a respectable educated," Herbert recalls. Instead
shooter, hitting 45 percent from of taking the easy route, and
the floor and 71 percent from the playing against lesser competition
line. He was a 200 pounder, a -at Division 2 Mt. St. Mary's or
Philadelphia Textile, Herbert
power forward instead of a
forward, and by curing his accepted the athletic and academic
shooting and physical weaknesses, challenges of Division I UNH.
Herbert does not separate
Herbert gained confidence.
He would be the main man of education from athletics. When his
the 1979-80 team. Of the returnees, cast was removed last March, he
he was the leading scorer and the began his rehabilitation program
leading rebounder. Surely he immediately. After all, he still had
a year of basketball eligibility
would be the captain.
remaining and the 1980-81 season
But the lump did not go away.
"During the summer I could feel a was only eight months away.
Academically, he entered graduate
leak," Herbert recalls. "The first
wee~ before practice of my senior school to earn his teacher
certification.
year, I realized it wasn't just a
The rehabilitation program
bruise."
called for a lot of swimming and a
During a training camp
lot of weight lifting from March
requirement, a four-mile run
until July. By the end of Ju1y,
through the College Woods,
Herbert was running hard and
Herbert knew that something was
playing at least two games a day.
.
seriously wrong.
UNH junior guard Randy
"After that run they put me in a
Kinzly played with Herbert in the
cast, ''he said. "They said it was a
Pine Tree Basketball Camp, one of
stress fracture. I was supposed to
the many summer camps that
keep the cast on for three weeks.
Herbert visited. It was there that
•• After two weeks, I went to
Herbert matched up against Larry
Hood House and had it x-rayed
through the cast. You can't blame· Petty, a 6-foot-10, 245 pounder
the doctors because if you saw the from the University of Wisconsin.
"Herb was just taking him to the
~-rays you would have said the
hoop at will," Kinzly_said. "He h~d
same thing."

~~¥~ ~-~~ doctors told him the pain
would not go away.
"You don't want to quit, you've
never been a quitter, but then you
realize it's not doing you any good.
But then you always, well you
know, the Rocky Blier story."
And so Ken Herbert continued
on in search of his comeback
dream. The memories were not
enough. He remembered "beating
UM ASS twice at UM ASS .
Playing the good competition.
Playing against Magic (Johnson),
even though we got killed . Beating
Navy at Navy. Beating Denver
after trailing by 17 with about four
minutes left in the game."
He even remembered the time
Rutgers' James Bailey (now with
the Seattle Supersonics) dunked
over him and the ball crashed
through the hoop and landed on
his head. ·"That was one of the
. most

Ken Herbert
Petty totally frustrated."
"He was just a big baby," says
Herbert.
In any case, the comeback had
begun. •· 1 was feeling really good
during the summer," Herbert said,
"but I might have pushed it too
hard. I developed another stress
fracture where the bone had
healed. Maybe I came back too
·
early."
After a trip to Boston to see his

doctors, Herbert learned there was
still hope.
"They believed the way my feet
were hitting the floor was causing
the stress," he said. An orthopedist
went to work on the soles of
Herbert's shoes.
Without the corrective measure.
Herbert says, "I wasn't able to run
two days ina row." And though he
says his remodeled sneakers
improved his endurance, he also

embarr12ccing

moments , "

Herbert says with a laugh.
He has never been on a winning
team at UNH. "I can't lie,"hesaid.
"Losing has been embarrassing,
especially when you should win. It
gets bad. Sometimes you don't
want to show your face, but you're
an athlete and a person."
And now, after 14 games, 14
attempts, he is simply, Ken
Herbert - the person. Herbert
averages 5.1 points and 2.6
rebounds per game this year, but
the stats are meaningless. He was
not satisfied with the progress of
his leg. He will not play again until
the summer, and then, he will play
for fun.
"I had one good year of playing
basketball," he said. "I was close to
reaching my potential, but
something came and took it away."
"There hasn't been a better kid
in the program as far as maturity,"
says UNH head coach Gerry Friel.
"He's a quality kid. He has grown
with the bad times and he has
handled it well."
Ken Herbert is undecided about
his future plans. "I have a little
brother Keith (a 10th grader at
Plymouth Whitemarsh, Ken's
former high school). Maybe I'll get
a teaching job down there
(Norristown, Pennsylvania) and
possibly help out coaching the
basketb~ll team. You've got to put
back what you take out."

l\lcLain shoots Colgate full of cavities, 94-71
By Bill Nader
From the very beginning it was
apparent that something strange
was happening in Lundholm Gym
Wednesday night. The UNH
basketball team, a unit that is
usually on the minus side of
double-digit leads, was ahead of
Colgate, 34-8, midway through the
first half.
Asked when the last time he had
seen anything like it, UNH coach
Gerry Friel said, "I wouldn't even
care to remember."
But as sure as Al McLain's 34
points on l 7-for-20 shooting, and
as sure as Randy Kinzly's recordsmashing 19 assists, it was
happening.
The other main component in
UN H's ridiculously easy 94..:7 l
ECAC win was that Colgate's
Mike Ferrara did not play.
Ferrara, a 6-foot-4 senior guard
who leads Colgate in scoring,
rebounding, assists, free throw
accuracy, steals and minutes
played, did not make the trip
because of the flu.
"If he had been here," said
Colgate coach Mike Griffin, "there
would have been an NBA guard in
the game. From what they tell me,
he's a first or high second round
draft choice."
Ferrara, the country's third
leading scorer, averages 26.3
points per game. Without him,
Colgate's starting five entered
Wednesday's game averaging 29 .7.
But it wasn't just in the scoring
department that Colgate needed
Ferrara's assistance. UNH came

out with an assortment of pressure
run during the second hall when
defenses that are becoming more
they rallied behind a 12-2 streak to
effective with each game, and the
cut a 26 point UNH lead to 64-46'.
Red Raiders couldn't handle it.
"We started slacking off,"
"Our pressure was wonderful," admitted McLain, "and they came
said McLain, who had all four of back."
his steals in the first half. "I think it
But things never got serious. The
was right on time tonight."
Wildcats answered with a 18-4 run
"The pressure was the difference
of thier own, upped their margin to
in them getting the big lead," 82-52, and went through the
Griffin~ said. "Ferrara is our
motions until the final buzzer
principal ball handler, he just ended it.
throws it over traps. We really
Kinzly set a school record with
haven't seen much pressure, and it
his 19 assists, (eight in the first half,
is difficult for our younger players
I l in the second) destroying Ernie
to handle."
Feragne's 13 assist game agianst
UNH capitalized on Ferrara's
Brandeis nine years ago.
absence by forcing Colgate into 16
McLain received a standing
first half turnovers.
ovation from a crowd of 425 (the
With 12: 19 left in the first half, • Celtic-Sixer game had something
UN H forward Jack Burns to do with that) when he checked
converted a Kinzly pass into a
out with 3:21 left. The freshman
short jumper. The Wildcats had enjoyed his best game in a UNH
their second feel of a 20 point lead,
uniform agianst a Colgate zone
26-6, and they led by 20 or better defense that he said, "wasn't too
for the next 18:34 of play.
tough."
McLain followed with a steal
UNH is now 2-3 in the ECAC
and subsequent iayup. Then it was
Burns' turn, this time a rebound and 5-13 overall. The Wildcats will
layup. Colgate's John Baranowski play here Monday night against
went back door for an easy basket the University of Maine in another
before McLain buried two baseline ECAC game.
The Black Bears humiliated
bombs.
UNH earlier in the season, 93-68.
The half ended with UNH
"We know where our mistakes
leading, 48-28.
McLain missed on only one of are," McLain said. "We've
11 shots from the floor, but matured, talked about our
redeemed himself by following weaknesses, and we're ready now."
Friel is still the Wildcat Pep
that shot with a rebound layup.
Burns hit on all four of his Band's biggest fan. "That band just
electrifies the gym," he said. "It is
attempts (6-for-6 in the game) and
UNH shot 67 percent as a team. · the best asset our program has had
The Ked Raiders made a mild in a long time."

1

UNH's Joe Rainis (50) goes up for glory despite the efforts of
Colgate's Darrick Godfrey (23). Wildcat Dan Nolan -(30) and
Colgate's Kevin Halloran (14) await rebound. (Ned Finkel photo)

'Mass' weight too much for wrestlers, 46-3
By Steve Damish
Frank Guadagnino threw a
. towel over his shoulder and
dejectedly stared at his locker.
It had been one of those days for
Guadagnino. In fact , Wednesday
proved to be one of those days for
the entire UN H wrestling team.
When one takes mto account the
factors going against UNH-three
forfeits, three wrestlers not in their
normal weight class--a Wildcat
win seemed almost inconceivable.
The Wildcats (2-13) fell to the
University of Massachusetts on
that day be a score of 46-3 in a meet
held in Durham.
Big news? Not quite.
Ben Schwalb, UNH's 167pounder, possibly sum~ed it up
_be_~t.
"We know we're not going to
beat anybody because of the
forfeits," he said, "unless they're
really bad."
U Mass coach. Dave Amato, wa'i,
quite aware of UNH's sad
situation.
"We expected a little better
match in the beginning of the
year," said Arna to, "but not af!er
what he's (UNH coach Jim
Urquhart) been going through
lately." ·
With UNHdown6-0followinga
118-lb. forf~it, Gary Clark p26
lbs.). became. UM ass' fi~st
v1ct1m as Minuteman Rich
Schiarizzi pinned him at I :42 to
give his team a 12-0 lead.
Clark, a normal 134-pound.er,
expressed his senti~ents in
wrestling in a lower we1_ght class.
"I used to be down for losing, "he
said, "now ifs just 'huh, I lost.' "
·The only applause to emerge
from the sparsely populated
b I each er s of Lu n d h 0·1m
Wednesday came about when Kurt
Massey ( 134 lbs.) lifted his record
to 17-7 and gave UNH three points
with a 9-3 decision over Doug
Johnson.
But for UNH. that was all she
wrntP

The Minutemen piled up 34
points in the remaining seven
matches starting with a superior
decision (5 team pts.) at 142 lbs.
In this weight class. Charles
Rigoglloso decisioned UNH's
Vince Brophy 26-2 to make the
score 17-3, U Mass. Brophy has
been wrestling in a higher weight
dass than us.ual.
"It's a good point that I don't
have to lose weight,•· said Brophy.
"But when you go out there. you
know the guy is ten · pounds over
you."
UNH forfeited 150 lbs. Then
dropped the 158-lb. weight class
when Greg Ludes fell 8-4 to Mike
Mitroski, before Ben Schwalb, the
third Wildcat wrestling out of
position, succumbed 32-4 to Dave
McEntee. That win gave UMass a
31-3 advantage.
"I wrestled at 134 (pounds) in
high school," said Schwalb. "It's
inconceivable for me to win (at
167) --it's just an experience for
me."
After UNH's 177-pounder,
Mark Dorfman, was pinned at
3:30 by Bob Clark, UMass's Bill
McC•iaide (190 lbs.) recorded a
victory over UNH's Guadagnino
to gjve him just his sixth loss of the
season against 16 wins. while
U Mass's tally rose to 40.
McQuade finished first at 190
lbs. in the 1980 New Englands.
"He (Guadagnino) didn't wrest"le
the way he's capable ot,-· said
Urquhart. "I don't know if he was
psyched out because the guy was a
New England champ or what."
UN H forfeited the heavyweight
spot to give U Mass six more points
and a 46-3 final.
·
The Wildcats face wo teams
they can possibly overcome in the
next two weeks. Their earliest
chance for a victory being Tuesday
when they face Plymouth State in a
7:30 home meet.
Coach Urquhart, however, is
not very optimistic.
"As long as they have ten men,"
he said, "they have a chance
against us."
'

Sports Shorts
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U~ass's ~ave McEntee applies the pressure to Wildcat Ben Schwalb. McEntee tossed Schwalb around in a 324 wm. (Tam Lorette photo)
·

•
Trackwomen take third In
meet
By Laura Parsons

Lisa McMahon, a senior from
Last Saturday, UNH women's W~itefield, N.H. also qualified for
track team took third at the the 55 m dash with a time of7. 7 sec.
In the mile, freshmen Anne
quadrangular meet at Dartmouth
with Flattsburg and Vermont, Miller, from Cumberland, R.l.
evening their record at 4-4. This and Kathy Brandell, from
record won't be making any Plattsburg, N.Y. in addition to
college headlines, but a few of the Nancy Scardina, a junior from
Cincsinatti, Ohio (a transfer
girls are worth watching.
With the New Englands coming student from the University of
February 28, UNH }las 11 girls and Texas at Austin) all qualified with
two relay teams that will qualify times of 4:40.3. 4:53.7, and 5:30
for the meet.
respectively.
Aleisha Davis, a freshman from
Miller, Brandell, and Scardina
Hyannis, Ma. will be competing in also qualified for the 2 mile along
the 55-meter dash and the long with Laurie Munson, and Karen
jump with a qualifying time of 7.5 Dunn, a freshman from Durham.
sec. and a distance of 16'8 3/4" The qualifying times were 11:06.9,
. respectively.
11 :07. I, 10:03, I0:22, and I0:28

•
UVM hosts skiers In
ski carnival
By Scott Gusmer

Skaters suspended
The University of New Hampshire's hockey team will be without
the services of three of its top six scorers tonight when it faces off
against Colgate at Snively Arena. Freshmen Dan Potter, Steve
Lyons and George Whit~ have been suspended indefinitely by UN H
coach Charlie Holt.
According to Holt the trio was suspended for"My reasons". "We
haven't put a definite time limit on it (the suspensions)," Holt said.

AD steps down
University of Rhode Island Athletic Director Maurice Zarchen
resigned Wednesday. URI president Frank Newman quickly
accepted Zarchen 's resignation.
A three-man investigating panel has been studying charges that
Zarchen spent lavishly on entertainment, granted · athletic
scholarships to students who did not compete in varsity sports, and
gave away school equipment as gifts.
The panel is close to completin_g its report which will then be made
public.

Scholarships granted
RPI will grant its first hockey scholarships beginning with the
next academic year.. Up to 20 full scholarships over a four year
period will be offered based solely on athletic ability.
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respectively.
In the field events, Sue Kalled
has hurdled her wav into the
competition with a time of8.9 sec.
·
m the 55 m. hurdles.
Millie Pelletier has swung over
the high bar at 5'2" to join the
others in the New England
competition.
Denise Houseman, another
freshman, qualified for the shot
with a distance of 387 3/4".
The women also boast two
relays, the 4x220 yd. and the4x880
· yd. with good qualifying times.
The .women's next meet will be
tomorrow at Bates with Bowdoin,
Maine ~nd Colby. This will be
their first look at Colby .

i

1

The UNH Ski Team will be
facing the best competition in the
. east this weekend at the UVM Ski
Carnival, held today and
tomorrow in Stowe, Vermont.
The teams competed at the
UNH Carnival two weekends ago,
and got a chance to rest their
boards last weekend. Now it's off
to Vermont.
"Everybody's healthy, anxious,
and ready to go after the weekend
off," said Men's Ski Coach, Paul
Berton.
"We had good practices until the
monsoons hit on Monday,"mused
Berton about the rain which
drenched New England earlier this
week. "But all the schools are in the
s a me b o a t. E v e r y·b o d y 's

scrambling for snow."
Stowe is located forty
kilometers due east of Burlington,
the home of the University of
Vermont. The slopes received
about six inches of snow since the
warm weather, so conditions
should be ski-able.
For UNH, junior Roxanne
Cloutier is still out with damaged
knee cartilage, while frostbite, the
painful . remnant of sub-zero
January weather, is bothering
team members Pete Middleton
and Kris VanCuran.
So it won't be easy for the
Wildcats to outski our neighbors
to the west. They'll be matched
against the likes of Tor Melander,
the UVM recruit from Sweden
who walked away with both the

slalom and giant slalom events at
the UNH Carnival. Middlebury's
John Morrisey and Tim ltin of
Dartmouth are also among the
talent with whom the Wildcats
must contend.
Indeed, Vermont will feel
comfortable on the racecourse this
weekend. "UVM will be on their
home grounds," noted senior
alpine skiier, Jeff Nawrocki.
"Because Stowe is where they
practice. Gunstock is where we
practice."
Clearly, the Wildcats have a
tough job ahead at Stowe, and
they'll need flawless performances
from the whole s'quad if they
expect to come home from
Vermont with a win.

Swimmers dive; BoWdoin wins
By Sue Valenza
Bowdoin College took first
place in Wednesday's final two
events to ice a 66-47 win over UNH
men's swim team. The loss drops
the Wildcats to 3-4 on the season.
Brett and Kent Cherrington
pulled off a critical 1-2 finish in the
I -meter optional event to pull
UNH within five points of the
Polar Bears with two races .to go.
Had the Wildcats been able to
claim both the 200 yard breast
stroke and the 400 freestyle relay,
the win would have been theirs .
Instead, Leighton Philbrick and
Chuck Irving put together a 1-2
finish of their own in the 200 breast
giving Bowdoin an untouchable
59-47 lead. The Polar Bears
touched out UNH in the day's fina l

event (400 free relay) to close out
the 66-47 win. John Colbert, Ed
Landry, Phil Baker, and Atilla
Herczeg comprised the runner-up
team in that event. ·
The brothers Cherrington
teamed up to take first and second
in the I-meter required event with
Brett Cherringto_n posting the only
Wildcat first place in the first half
of the contest.
"I would have liked there to have
been a 3-meter event since most of
the dives I've been preparing for
New Englands are off 3," said cocaptain Brett Cherrington.
"Overall, we're working well
together as a team and everyone's
looking forward to a good finish at
New Englands." C_herr ington
finished 9th in the 3-meter event at
l
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New Englands last season.
"I was looking forward to a
home crowd Wednesday but I was
disappointed there wasn't a 3meter event," noted sophomore
Kent Cherrington.
Wildcat swimmers showed
strengths in the second half of the
meet with first place finishes
going to Ed Landry (200 fly and
500 free) , and junior Jeff Growney
(200 back). Landry's 4:56.2 in the
500 set a new school record.
UNH picked up second places in
the 200 fly (Al Stuart). 100 free
(John Colbert), 50 free (Atilla
Herczeg) , and 1000 free ( Doug
Sampson). Bowdoin's list of top
finishers includes· George Pincus
SWIMMERS, page 2~_
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Sports
Rhode Island takes it .away from 'Cats, 81-79
By Lori Holmes
The UNH Women's Basketball
team's winning streak of three was
broken last night when the Lady
Rams of the University of Rhode
Island overtook the Cats in a close
game, 81 to 79.
Earlier in the season the
Wildc~t hoopsters squeaked by
the Lady Rams in double overtime
in the University of Connecticut
tourney.
.. The freshmen are helping us
and improving our team game,"
URI Head Coach Nancy Langden
said, as she saw freshmen Laurie
Roche and Carol Smith sink 16 and
II points respectively.
The URI squad pulled out to·an
early lead with a ten-point
advantage but a couple of key
blocks and steals by Freshman
Denise Higgins, which were
converted into .points by Kathy
Ladd , brought ' them back into
contention, and then into the lead
at the half, 43 to 40.
Soon after the second half
began, Junior Martha Morrison
and Ladd had some fast breaks to
stretch the UNH lead to 55 to 46.
The Lady Rams then found
holes in the UNH defense and

quickly came within two points, as
the Wildcats watched URI's
Naomi Graves convert four
consecutive points boosting her
total to 21.
••we let up just a hair on our
defense and URI took advantage,"
Co-Captain Patty Foster said as
her team lost the nine point
advantage in the second half.
. The teams were struggling tot
each point when the URI team
pulled to a tie with less than three
minutes left. The teams traded
baskets for the next two and a half
minutes.
Graves hit a critical basket with
12 seconds left giving the URI
squad a two point advantage.
Cheryl Murtagh and Morrison
lead the team down the court and
murtagh attempted and outside
shot that hit the rim and URI's
Helen ·Roher came down with the
rebound. !ravelling was called on
Roher by the official, after pressure was applied by Murtagh and
Morrison. This gave the Wildcats
one last shot.
With three seconds left, ·
Morrison went to the basket and
the •cats came away empty once
more. The final: 81-79.
New Hampshire's Martha Morrison ( 12) brings the ball up against UR I's Carol Smith ( 34) in last night •s action.
The •cats lost a tough one at the buzzer. (Tim Lorette photo)

By Larry McGrath

.Women's athletics: ·pro-choi ce or no choice?
Last January twelfth the National Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA) held its annual
convention at Miami Beach, Florida. Not really a
major story for a city that has had racial
problems, drug dealers flourish, and its area's
major crop (oranges) freeze.
The Association for Intercollegiate Athletics
for Women ( AIAW) has been sponsoring
women's championships since its inception in
1971. UNH has had all of its women's
championships sponsored by the AIAW and no
complaints were ever sounded from fhe distaff
side of the field house ( at least not loud ones).
The NCAA voted in favor of sponsoring
women's championships and giving women
positions on steering and governance
committees. Ruth Berkey, director of athletics at
Occidental College, was named NCAA director of
women's championships and the promise of
better days for women's athletics semed to be a
few steps away from reality.
Why isn't everyone happy?
Donna Lopiano, the women's athletic director
at the University ofTexas (Austin), is presently
the President of the Al.AW and she is not happy
with the results of the Miami convention.
"I think it's a little ironic that ten years ago
when we started men's athletic directors warned
us not to go into high-pressure recruiting and
now they are telling us to use their system"
Lopiano said. "Chaos is a kind word for the
situation we (AIAW) have now."
Each University has the option to ply its trade
with either the AIAW or the NCAA. The same
situation exists in men's athletics with the
choice being between the National Association
for Intecollegiate Athletics (NAIA) and the
NCAA. The difference is a large one, however.
Tue NAIA is comprised mainly of Division II
and III schools and differs in its regulations
concerning transfers and eligibility. And is
according to UNH men's athletic director,
"much more lenient than the NCAA."
The difference between the AI.AW and its rival
is also philosophical and focuses on some of the
problems that have arisen under the NCAA's
present guidelines. Recruiting violations and

academic scandels have arisen despite policing .
action by the NCAA. The Universities of New
Mexico, Arizona State, Southern California and
California at Los Angeles being among the most
notable institutions put on probation, selfimposed or otherwise.
'The AIAW has looked at and studied the
pitfalls men have gotten into high-pressure
recruiting and things like that," Frank Broyles,
the athletic director at the University of
Arkansas, said. "Now you look at the men
spending $ 1 million to investigate rule
violations."
"In any society there are crooked doctors,
lawyers and in business too. In this (athletics)
profession there are, unfortuately, some also,"
UNH men's athletic director Andy Mooradian
said. "Can't condemn all of the NCAA for the
actions of a few. The best way to avoid problems
is to get involved in governance." Mooradian was
recently named Vice-President of the NCAA's
district 1 ( New England) Council.
The AIAW does not permit off-campus
recruiting visits or subsidized visits to the
institution for recruitment purposes. The NCAA
allows both. The "chaos" that Lopiano referred to
earlier is the result of a "compromise" measure
taken by the NCAA.
Schools wishing to switch allegiance to the
NCAA are not required to conform to NCAA
rules for four years, but that in itself presents a
problem. If one school decides to follow the more
tempting NCAA regulations, other schools will
have to follow suit in order to stay competitive.
''There is no option," Lopiano said. "Once
somebody starts to use the NCAA rules - if you
want to stay competitive - you have to do the
same thing. It's _like keeping up with the
J oneses."
True, women's sports right now does not
command the big money from television
networks that their male counterparts do. The
coach es in a lot of AI.AW sch ools ( not UNH ) are
fr . ... ,,r~<i +0 rrhers , who coach part-time. NCAA
competitiveness may cost some of those
coaches their jobs. On the other hand, though,
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since it is a separate entity in many ways. The
situation is clouded further due to the fact that
some of the major participants have not made
their decision ( on which association is best)
based on the most obvious criterium: sex.
"I resented the NCAA 'power play,'" Broyies
said. · ''The women · representing the NCAA
( Berkey, Linda Estes and Judy Holland), had big •
jobs. Women would like to self-govern and they 1
h~:·~~done a good j ob ofit."
The association (NCAA) determines
legislation by the interest of the membership
itself," Berkey said. The NCAA has appointed 16
women of the 51 members of the biggest
committees (Council.Executive committee. ann
three steering committees), two above the
minimum of 14."
Committee membership has been labeled as
"token" by Lopiano.
"Women have 26 percent representation
overall in the NCAA, 18 percent on the council
and 33 percent on the awards ( a · lesser
committee) committee," she said. "If they
(NCAA) were really serious they could bring that
more in line with the men."
"No one realizes the reason the NCAA did this
- it's not goodness," Lopiano said. "Numberone,
it eliminates a powerful group (AIAW) that has
opposed it in court ( with Title IX). Second, a
, comparable model to the NCAA is taken care ofone that makes it look bad and third, the Amateur ·
Sport Act of 1978 formed the U.S. Olympic
Committee use and voting is based on number of
a~Jetes participat~ng."
Still no one is forcing any school to do
anything it doesn't want to do. Also, no one is
really sure about the full effects yet.
"It's too early to tell,'' ~H women's athletic
director Gail Bigglestone said. "At some point
we will get some information from the AIAWand
some from the NCAA. We've built our (UNH's)
programs up and we're competitive with
Division I sch ools in our area.
"If evervone in our area joins the NCAA,
thounh._ w ~ 'c1
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